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Your new "Better Homes And 
Gardens" is in the mailbox. You carry it 
into your house, flip it open to the 
feature articles and see pictured a 
kitchen with grimy curtains, dishes 
piled high in the sink, muddy footprints 
on the scuffed linoleum and a color 
scheme that includes the whole spec-
trum. 
Or, you buy the latest issue of 
"Yachting" and the lead article des-
cribes the chilling wetness, the slippery 
decks, the dreary fogs and the 
nauseating waves encountered on long 
sailing weekends. 
Discouraging visions, aren't they? 
You are neither encouraged to better 
your own kitchen environment or to 
embark on a sailing adventure. 
That's because one function of the 
graphics media is to inspire us to do 
better and to meet the challenge of 
exciting opportunities. 
We try to do this in the pages of 
American Squaredance, too. Articles  
are published which depict the fun, 
fellowship and enthusiasm of dancers 
and which will provide ideas for callers, 
clubs and organizations to adopt and 
adapt. 
How depressing it would be if every 
issue discussed the petty differences, 
inconsiderate statements and thought-
less acts which are a reflection of the 
"humanness" of square dancers and do 
creep onto the scene! We all know these 
things are present but we constantly 
strive to overcome these tendencies. So 
when you flip the pages of American 
Squaredance, you will only find prob-
lems posed when solutions are asked for 
or proposed. 
In answer to a correspondent's 
comment that we tend to overlook the 
ever-present problems, we'd like to 
start a new feature — a Problem Clinic 
(Page 37.) Each month we'll pose a 
problem and readers will suggest 
solutions. If you like this idea, send us 
your problem — and be sure to share 
your solutions to each month's problem. 
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We made it. We got enough for a 
complete square before Christmas. 
Wheel Chair square, that is. Three 
checks totaling $255.00 came from a 
Friendship Dance and donations at a 
place called West Germany. Ted and 
Sonia Anthony were the auidino hands 
in this one. The Overseas Dancers have 
just been super. Of our total to date, 
$1,723.00, they have contributed over 
$700.00. 
We're going to the bank this morning 
and will get a cashier's check for the 
equivalent of $1,600.00 in Yen and send 
it to Tei and Take'. It probably won't 
reach them by Christmas but should get 
there for New Year's anyway, which will 
allow them to start the New Year off 
with a bang and a whirl. 
Steve & Fran Stephens 
San Antonio, Texas 
Mr. A. Conroy in Hard "Knocks" 
(Dec. 75) should attend a square dance 
class conducted on a military base as a 
"helper" and see first hand if being in 
the military puts you into square 
dancing by the back door. We have the 
same number of lessons, often with the 
same instructor, as nearly civilians. 
Lee & Francena Bramell 
TSgt USAF ret. 
Yellville, Arkansas 
It is my opinion, which I have shared 
with others, that the December issue of 
American Square Dance is the best 
issue of any square and round dance 
publication I have ever read. 
I found your "Meanderings" just plain 
good easy reading, informative as well 
as entertaining. 
The article entitled Hard "Knocks",  
by Allan Conroy, says it all. He did a 
beautiful job focusing on certain 
"negatives" of our activity, analyzing 
them, and coming up with a very 
positive picture. 
Finally, the "Feedback" article re-
minded us once again not only of the 
desirability of full and open communica-
tion, but also of certain things which 
need to be communicated. 
Would you consider making bulk 
reprints of Hard ".Knocks" and "Feed-




I didn't know one article could get so 
much attention. I am referring to your 
December issue, Page 29, the picture 
and story about my accident and our 
getting back into square dancing. 
Veronica Bonham was so kind to do 
the original write-up in her Wintersville 
newspaper. Then our friend Carol Hill 
suggested she send the article to you. 
We are hearing from people we haven't 
seen in several years, plus all the 
faithful dancers we see regularly. Your 
magazine sure gets around. 
You just can't imagine the number of 
friends you have until you need them 
and square dancers rate No. 1. Since 
our dancing and traveling is limited 
now, I have lost contact with many 
friends, but due to this publicity, many 
of them know why. 
Joan Johnson 
Coshocton, Ohio 
Just wanted to say thanks for using 
the Joan and Ralph Johnson story. We 
were not sure if you realized the area 
the story covered: the Johnsons, 
Coshocton; McMahans, St. Clairsville; 
the Pascoes, Rayland; and the whole 
thing came about at Wintersville, Ohio, 
where our Dip N Dive Club dances. How 
about that? 	 Veronica Bonham 
Wintersville, Ohio 
We want to explain to Ted and Betty 
Vaile that we did not know you were 
going to publish the songs until we 
received the magazine. (November, 
1975) When they were sung at 
Kirckwood, we asked if they could be 
used anywhere else, and were told that 
they could, but if we had known they 
would be published, we would surely 
Continued on Page 82 
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You'll never believe this! 
I had an ISTHMUS for Christmas! 
In early December I had a once-in-a-
lifetime chance to fly to the Panama 
Canal Zone to do my hash-up thing for 
the dancers there. 
What wonderful opportunities this 
square dance business affords! I had 
hardly caught my foggy breath from the 
London excursion a month before, and 
suddenly I was winging my way to the 
typically tropical port of Panama. You 
might say that I went from being a 
BLOAK to an HOMBRE that (snap) 
fast! 
I could also mention that a Hawaiian 
jaunt beckons only a month-or-so 
further along, but that's getting ahead 
of my starry-eyed story, Lorri. First 
things first! 
This story actually goes way back to 
last June in Kansas City, at the National 
Convention, where callers were lined up 
like dominoes to call in turn, and I 
followed a fellow of impressive stature, 
Bill Bailey. (Never mind the "Please 
come home" bit — the real Bill Bailey 
just stood up.) 
Bill and I talked briefly there, and later 
letters ensued spontaneously. He des-
cribed the flourishing interest in square 
dancing in the Zone. His account of that 
unusual Atlantic to Pacific square dance 
train ride (the Bicentennial Transconti-
nental Whistle Stop) appeared in this 
magazine recently. And best of all, he 
said that the club for which he calls, the 
Star in a Circle Club, wanted to sponsor 
my trip down there so I could see it all 
first-hand. 
The first step was getting my 
vaccination for smallpox, which is a 
"must" at this point in time, but may 
soon be a thing of the past, with the 
disease all but wiped out in the 
Americas. 
The trip coincided nicely with a Florida 
tour I'd had scheduled for some time. 
On Tuesday, Dec. 8, after calling a 
dance in Miami Beach, I waited a couple 
of hours in the Miami airport for the 
"red-eye special" flight to the Land of 
the Latins, aboard Braniff's one and 
only Calder-decorated flagship. Riding 
in this particular aircraft was another 
lucky break for me. 
Alexander Calder splashed our whole 
plain plane with spectacular red, white 
and blue colors in honor of the 
Bicentennial, and signed it in big blue 
letters, "Calder". There's only one 
Calder plane, and only one Calder —
father of the Mobile, the Stabile, and 
the Standing Mobile of modern art. It 
looked like the nose of a patriotic zebra. 
The flight lasted only a few hours, and 
I slept comfortably between two latin 
lovelies (the plane was full, they didn't 
have a chance), and we settled down at 
dawn in the Tocumen International 
Airport. 
There to meet me were Bill Bailey and 
a friend, Lew Braden, a square dancer 
and employe at the Miraflores Locks, 
who conducted a whirlwind three hour 
tour that allowed me to see more than 
some see in three days. It was great. 
The 'Big Ditch". What a sight! One of 
the wonders of our modern age. There I 
stood, high up over the deepest part, 
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the Gaillard Cut, 350 feet above the 
water, on Contractors Hill, straddling 
the Continental Divide, wondering 
whatever old "Teddy" was thinking as 
he viewed the masterpiece about ten 
years after the turn of the century. 
This "Cut" extends from Pedro 
Miguel Locks north to Gamboa and the 
edge of Gatun Lake, nine miles long. 
From this little old digging alone came 
230 million cubic yards of earth. That 
volume would equal to a shaft twelve 
foot square cut all the way through our 
planet. Now there's a few shovels-full of 
earth! 
As we watched giant vessels from all 
over the world pass by (about 30 a day 
through the canal) we actually looked 
DOWN on a helicopter buzzing ,by to 
inspect the markers that warn of rock 
slides. I've only looked DOWN on a 
helicopter once before. It was while 
having dinner in the Space Needle in 
Seattle. 
To tell you the truth, I had to dig up my 
old geography and history books to 
research some information, and my 
hosts filled in the loose cracks of 
chronology. (Someone ought to fill the 
loose cracks in your cranium — co-ed.) 
A word about history. Probably I'll 
have two words about it. Some of you 
will remember that old Charles V of 
Spain ordered the first survey of a  
proposed canal route through the 
Isthmus of Panama away back in 1524. 
If you don't remember it yourself, 
perhaps your grandmother told you as 
she bounced you on her knee. 
At any rate, three centuries passed. 
ZIP. ZIP. ZIP. The first construction 
was started by the French in 1880, and 
they quit at the close of the century due 
to disease and being overdrawn at the 
bank. 
In 1903, Panama got free of Columbia, 
turned independent, and old Uncle Sam 
entered the scene to shell out $40 
million for the privilege of being a sort 
of Big Daddy and doing a little spade 
work on the side. 
The digging was finished, the canal 
opened in 1914. It is 50 miles long from 
deep water to deep water. A casual 
glance at a map of the continents will 
explain the mystery of why the sun rises 
over the Pacific and settles into the 
Atlantic for Zone dwellers, as one notes 
the backhand knife slice. 
Until recently the operation of the 
canal, including civil government in the 
Canal Zone, cost nothing to the 
American taxpayer, since the Panama 
Canal Company, with revenue based on 
tonnage fees to shipowners, operated in 
the black. That situation has changed 
somewhat, since shipping now fails to 
meet the 30-vessel (approximate) daily 
average break-even point. But US 
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of the strategic importance of the 
Panama Canal (with spinoff benefits 
galore) and prevent officials in Wash-
ington from harboring a notion to cast it 
off like a worn-out shoe. (Thus ends my 
only political pitch in this column, so 
help me, Balboa.) 
Back in March the QE-2 (you'll 
remember I mentioned seeing the "old 
lady" in drydock in Southampton) 
caused quite a stir as the largest 
passenger ship to transit the waterway 
in 36 years. She presented a "tight 
squeeze" problem, being 963 feet long 
with a beam of 105 feet. The locks are 
1,000 feet by 110 feet. I understand they 
were able to put her through with the 
benefit of eight towing locomotives that 
run on tracks adjoining the locks, plus a 
big shoehorn. 
She paid $42,077.88 in toll fees, 
breaking the record of $40,936.50 paid 
by the Hamburg Express some years 
ago. The average toll is $7,175., figured 
on the basis of $0.90 a ton laden 
ships/$0.72 a ton ballast. The lowest 
toll was paid by Richard Halliburton, 
who swam the canal in 1928. He paid 
$0.36. 
The fastest transit was 4 hrs. and 38 
min., but the average time in crossing is 
8 hours. Each crossing requires a zone 
pilot boarding the ship and directing its 
every move through the channel. A 
pacific-bound ship sails into Cristobal 
Harbor, to Gatun Locks (7 miles), is 
lifted 85 feet to Gatun Lake in three lock 
"steps", sails 31 miles to Pedro 
Miguel, is lowered 31 feet to Miraflores 
Lake, and in two more lockages is 
lowered 54 more feet to the Pacific 
Ocean level. Four more miles of sailing 
bring it to the Balboa port area, the Bay 
of Panama, and the open sea beyond. 
The canal operation (I saw Miraflores 
and Gatun at work) was completely 
fascinating, but I want to get to the 
dancing and hospitality. 
A pair of talented individuals need to 
be highlighted here. He's an excellent 
caller and is responsible for much of the 
square dancing in the Zone, and leads a 
busy life as a full-time medical doctor on 
the staff of Gorgas General Hospital. 
She's a professional photographer, 
author, and correspondent for Time, 
Inc. 
Bill and Jean Bailey, my hosts, are 
genuinely conscientious and friendly 
folks. It was a dream to be lodged in 
their home on the hill in Balboa 
overlooking the magnificent Bay of 
Panama. Bananas grew next to the 
house. A stone's throw away was the 
jungle, thick with tropical foliage and 
offering nesting sites for wild parrots 
(yellow-heads) and other unusual birds. 
Although Bill's club hosted the dance 
in the Curundu Cafetorium that night, 
half a dozen other clubs were represent-
ed (all the clubs on the isthmus) and 
close to 200 dancers made me feel more 
than welcome. The dance level is good, 
considering many have danced only two 
years or less. Giant murals and cutout 
letters saying "Viva Stan Burdick" 
decorated the hall. I felt like a visiting 
celebrity instead of just a type-juggler 
and a microbatic. They gave me a 
beautiful batea-designed plate of wood 
(simulating the ancient Indian pottery 
motifs), signed by all club members. It 
depicted a frog god, jumping. 
It rained hard that day (customary 
downpour of the tropical season change) 
but I got in a quick shopping tour across 
the unprotected border into the heart of 
Panama City, which is as crowded as 
Chinatown with as many tiny bazaar 
operators almost on top of each other. 
Continued on Page 24 
USE ALL YOUR 
STRENGTH 
by Al Eblen 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
Does your club use all of its strength? 
Is your club successful and do you have 
great dances? 
One time, a man and young son were 
clearing rocks from a field of farm land. 
The young son found a large stone and 
tried, without success, to move it. He 
pulled and tugged so hard that he 
became red in the face. However, he 
could not move the stone. The wise 
father observed, and said, "You did not 
use all of your strength". The young 
man retorted, "Oh, yes, I did." "No, 
you did not. You did not ask me to help 
you," said the father. 
Club officers, are you using all of your 
strength? Do you ask everyone to help 
in some way? There is so much that can 
be done. However, it would be 
impossible for the club officers to do it 
all. We must realize that no one wishes 
to be overloaded with work. Most 
people don't feel that they really 
belong, until they have a part in the 
work and planning of the club and club 
activities. Also, people are seldom, if 
ever, critical of a club when they are 
helping. People understand better why 
we have certain work to do, when they 
get in on it and become part of it. 
Sometimes you are surprised when you 
give a person a job. At a graduation 
dance, our club president gave a 
member responsibility for the Grand 
March, expecting him to direct the 
dancers left and right for the caller. 
Instead, he pursuaded a State Repre-
sentative to lead the Grand March and 
to welcome the students into square 
dancing. Also, the club member had 
articles in the newspaper and coverage 
by the local television station. It turned 
out to be the greatest send-off any 
dance ever had and, of course, one of 
the most successful dances ever. I'm 
convinced. that every club has a great 
store of unused talent just waiting to be 
tapped. 
Club members, are you like the wise 
father in the story? Do you go to your 
officers and offer your help? You 
Should. Do you specify some particular 
thing that you can do well, and then say, 
"Let me do that?" Don't wait to be 
asked. Volunteer to help. Everyone can 
and should be friendly with visitors. 
Everyone should dance with visitors. 
Anyone can help clean up the kitchen 
and the hall. It only takes minutes with 
everyone's help. Anyone can help the 
caller carry his equipment. One of my 
favorite people is a man who made a 
little sign saying, "Reserved for Caller" 
and holds a parking place near the door, 
so the caller won't have so far to carry 
his equipment and records. 
When officers find a person with ideas 
who wants to work, they should not be 
afraid of him or resent him. Put him to 
work. The officers will likely get the 
credit. Later, if he or she really has 
ability and talent, the club may want to 
elect them to an office. Every club 
needs officer material. Don't ever work 
your officers so hard, that they retire 
from square dancing when they go out 
of office. 
Everyone should remember that it is 
not the caller's club. It is not the 
president's club. It is our club. To have 
a successful club and great dances, use 
all your strength. 
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PRIEADSHIP AMBASSADORS, inc. 
"The music picks our feet up and 
leads us into good friendship. We really 
love and need this dance!" writes Lo 
Man Yui of Hong Kong. No American 
has ever more beautifully expressed the 
kinship of friendship and the dance. 
This kinship is becoming a reality 
through the Friendship Ambassadors 
program in Romania and other Eastern 
European countries which do not 
normally have Americans in residence 
or on exchange programs. 
Readers may remember several Rea-
der's Digest articles about a young man 
who brought friends to see first-hand 
how American lives and brought 
Americans abroad to share their music 
with people whose only knowledge of 
American youth came from movies. The 
Ambassador program has also been 
featured in the Smithsonian magazine 
and in several well-known newspapers. 
Henry Morgan, the young man of 
vision who pioneered the project, told 
us in a telephone interview of his search 
to find non-professional, talented young  
people who will artistically represent 
the United States and present the 
human qualities of behavior, curiosity 
and a desire for friendship and 
understanding. Music and dancing keep 
alive a dialogue of friendship, a 
communication without language bar-
riers. 
For five years, these groups have 
been deepening the bonds of friendship 
between countries. President Ford has 
called Friendship Ambassadors "a 
great bridge between Romania and the 
United States" and urged an expanded 
two-way exchange. His comments were 
made at a meeting in the White House 
of seventy-five Romanian Friendship 
Ambassadors, the Romanian Ambassa-
dor to the United States, Corneliu 
Bogdan, Harry Morgan and Cappy, his 
wife, who serves as executive director of 
Friendshp Ambassadors, and several of 
their staff. 
Mr. Morgan first worked with choral 
groups, visiting Romania, Czechoslo- 
1 1 
vakia and recently India to make 
arrangements for their visits. In 1973, 
the Rutherford County Square Dancers, 
a youth group from Murfreesboro, 
Tennessee, taught by Steve Cates, 
performed in Romania before President 
and Mrs. Ceausescu. When the quick 
interplay of dancers and audience 
following the performances was noted, 
it was agreed that more dance groups 
should be invited to visit. 
The Young Rebels, under the leader-
ship of Andy Rawlinson of Hayward, 
California, visited Romania in 1975, 
giving sixteen shows with an estimated 
combined audience of 15,000. One 
member performed as a clown during 
clogging-shoe-to-dancing-slipper chan-
ges, and when he joined in the dancing, 
the applause was intense. Andy and his 
wife, Betty, danced a round; the group 
delighted the audience with a "cha cha 
beat" round, as well as the squares. 
Among the Friendship Ambassadors 
in 1976 will be the Square Tappers of 
Muskegon, Michigan, with leaders 
Alice and Gene Maycroft. Dancers who 
have attended national conventions will 
remember the Tappers, who range in 
age from three to eighteen. (Alice tells  
her own story of dedication to a cause. 
The group had an upper age limit until 
they danced at a hospital for teen drug 
abusers. The visit so shook Alice that 
she decided as long as "her kids" 
wanted to dance in the group, they were 
welcome.) 
Your editors had a "finger in the pie" 
and feel great pride that the Square 
Tappers were chosen as Ambassadors; 
we mentioned them in answer to a letter 
from Suzanne Dickinson of the Ambas-
sadors staff seeking exhibition groups. 
Gene Maycroft writes, "We'll do our 
best to represent American and especi-
ally square dancing. It should be a 
fantastic experience for the kids — and 
we older kids are pretty excited, too." 
The governments where Ambassa-
dors visit do help subsidize their trip, 
but the remainder is earned by the 
youngsters. Any reader wishing to help 
send a Friendship Ambassador on his 
way may send a contribution or 
recommend an outstanding group to 
Friendship Ambassadors, 10 W. 66th 
St., New York, NY 10023. 
What an opportunity to share our 
activity where "Music is the medium 









CONTACT THESE CALLER-LEADERS FOR 
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND 
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB OR EVENT 
Perry Bergh 
Rt. 1 (605-758-2427) 
Florence. SD 57235 
Any time, anywere! 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave. 
Hilton. NY 14468 
Calling/Traveling 
Full Time 
Mal "YIKES" Cameron 
RFD 1, Box 97A 
Deerfield, NH 03037 
The Square Dance 
Calling D.J. 
Jim Cholmondeley 
P.O. Box 3146 
Fort Sill, OK 73501 
Traveling Weekends 
& Holidays 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden. Utah 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics, 
Workshops & Dances 
Jim Congleton (205-383-3675) 
1409 Sheffield Drive 
Sheffield, AL 35660 
Weekends Only (75 Basics +50) 
Reasonable Rates 
Mike Driscoll (612-822-5781) 
3309 Nicollet Ave , S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55408 
Traveling for FestivaLS, 
Conventions, Weekend (lances 
Dale Eddy 
110 Sunset Lane 
Marietta, OH 45750 
Need Dates West In Mar. '76 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St.  
Huron, Ohio 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd Rt 10 
Midland. MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Larry Faught 
2522 Clark Ave 
Billings, MT 59102 
Blue Star Caller 
Now Booking June '77  
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Dr. 
Lansing, MI 48906 (517-489-7406) 
Dates Available. 
Willie Harlan 
P O. Box 338 
Vinita, OK 74301 
For the Best in Square Dancing 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5, Box 182 
Norwich, CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man! 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
P.O. Box 37 
East Hampton, CT 06424 
NOW booking for '75-'76! 
Fred Keller 
Box 30. Route 9 
Lexington, NC 27292 
Available weekends In southeast 
Clubs, festivals, workshops 
Dave Kenney 
10825 W 32nd Ave 
Wheatridge, CO 80033 
Calling Anywhere, Anytime 
75+200 
Chuck Leamon 
288 NE 47th St. 
Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
The Badge Man — 
Dates Available 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield, OH 44062 
Dates in '75 & '76 
Bob & Lorrie Morrison 
1926 Fairmont Parkway 
Erie, PA 16510 
Harmony — Will travel 
anywhere! 
John & Jessie McKinnon 
15413 Stenway Blvd.  
Maple Heights. OH 44137 
216-662-1987 
Your Dancing Pleasure 
Our Specialty 
Mac McDaniel 
Rt. 5 Box 221 
Fayetteville, NC 28301 
Phone 919-323-1585 
Weekend Booking 
Bryce Mabon (319-234-3327) 
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N) 
Waterloo, IA 50701 
Have Mike & Records 
Will Travel Midwest 
Randy Page (203-264-6829) 
59B Heritage Village 
Southbury, CT 06488 
Yak Slacks, Speakers, Stands 
& Other Accessories 
Larry Perkins (313-242-9172) 
428 Bentley Dr. 
Monroe, MI 48161 
Perk On With Larry — 
Mich., Ind., Ohio & Penn. 
Rip Riskey (517-339-2946) 
1852 Lyndhurst Way 
Haslet!. MI 48840 
Calling Designed with 
Dancing In Mind 
Buzz Ruis 
4750 La Roche Av. Apt. 166 
Savannah, GA 31404 
Booking Ohio, PA, MI 
in October 1977 
Art Springer (813-223-1955) 
3401 Taliaferro 
Tampa, FL 33603 
Call Full Time 
Booking 76-77 
Joe Uebelacker 
Durfee Road (518-677-3086) 
Buskirk, NY 12028 
Traveling Full Time 
Shag Ulen 
Box 92 (614-384-3222) 
Wellston. OH 45692 
Hash or Song, 
You Can't Go Wrong! 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton, OH 43452 
Open dates — Western style 
Rusty Witter 
2904 Northeast Drive 
Austin, TX 78723 
512-926-8524 
Booking for '76 & '77 
Web Witter 
1602 Ashber ry 
Austin. TX 78723 
Need Dates: East 
Clyde Wood (453-2137) 
3210 NE 39th St. 
Kansas City, MO 64117 
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131/2 to 191/2 
Sleeve 




PINK GREEN BLUE GREY RED 	BLACK 
YELLOW WHITE TAN APRICOT LAVENDER 
City Street 
Zip State 
Card No 	 
Expiration Date 
Sleeve Price Color Neck 
$1.00 Postage & Handling 
38 Elm Street, Portland, Maine 04111 	Total 
A:6;9;6d 4Wif i 
t‘s‘iir. 
(Square am eSkirts 
Regular $20. & $25. Value 
All First Quality•Not Closeouts or Irregulars 
MATCHING CUFFLINKS ABSOLUTELY FREE 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!! 	Master Charge and BankAmericard ;44 	
/Pe f 
Alrbilire 38 Elm Street, Portland. Maine 04111 
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THE SUBJECT IS ANGELS 
by Harry & Marge Evans 
North Wales, Pennsylvania 
The increase in the number of lessons 
taught in the last several years has 
resulted in a trend in some areas to 
involve more club members as class-
aides or angels. Having participated 
ourselves, we've become aware of the 
habits and expectations of angels which 
can cause confusion to the class 
members. 
We think a simple, direct approach is 
the best way to inform dancers of the 
ways they can be of benefit to the 
classes in which they help. 
Heavenly beings? Well, square dance 
angels are a little more down to earth. 
They are the wonderful people who 
respond to the appeal to introduce 
square dancing to the public by 
demonstrating at shopping malls, one-
night stands, TV spots and special 
programs. They bring others to square 
dance classes and aid the teacher/caller 
by filling in squares so that all class 
members may dance. 
If you are thinking of becoming a 
class angel, there are some simple rules 
to remember: 
Class time is Important. With so 
much to learn these days, every 
moment of teaching and practice time 
counts in making our graduates dancers 
of good quality. Please don't expect 
special tips for the angels; they have 
other nights to enjoy club level dancing. 
Learning to listen to the caller's 
commands requires concentration. As 
angels, dancers become class members 
again, responding to the caller. There-
fore there should be no instruction or  
small talk within the square. All should 
be listening to the same caller. 
Dance styling that dancers have 
adopted is out of place here. Basics 
should be kept pure in form. The proper 
do-sa-do, hand and arm holds, a quick 
touch to acknowledge positioning and 
no short cuts will insure new dancers of 
the proper position for the next call. 
We're helpers, not pushers. Dancers 
must understand what they are being 
taught. To gently guide someone 
through a maneuver because of a 
momentary lapse of thought is fine. But 
we accomplish nothing for the dancer if 
he has been pushed through an action 
and doesn't know what was supposed to 
be done. Angels' actions should be 
gentle so the caller becomes aware of 
needs. 
Angels dress for the dance. The 
attractive example we set will indicate 
the proper clothing and encourage the 
beginner to wear similar garb without 
feeling uncomfortably conspicuous. 
After graduation, dance with the new 
dancers when they have been welcomed 
into the club. Every dancer was a 
beginner: frightened, trying too hard, 
making dumb mistakes, and sure every 
error was because of him/her. 
It is in the company of the 
experienced dancer that the beginner 
will become easy and comfortable in the 
square dance scene, helping them 
become good dancers now and better 
angels when they do for others what has 
been done for them. 
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The "SMALLEST AND LIGHTEST" 
The most powerful sound system of its 
size, the Clinton "MIDGET" has an 
output equal to that of larger systems 
rated to 200 watts. This powerful por-
table system offers the professional and 
club caller the utmost in convenience, 
with the clearest voice and most faith-
ful music reproduction available. 
COMPACT — Dimensions 131/2 x I 1 x61/2 
LIGHTWEIGHT — only 18 pounds 
POWERFUL— Enough power for the 
largest halls. Will drive two XP-90L 
sound columns, available as accessories. 
CONVENIENT "touch" controls allow 
the caller to watch dancers. 
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE speed 
control. 
SKIP-PROOF floating turntable 
BUILT-IN STROBE 
OUTSTANDING voice clarity and 
music reproduction. 
FULL PRICE — $469.00 
Other systems from $395.00 
CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413 Tel. (203) 669-7548 
Shipping charge extra. Write for "Package" prices. 
Also order from 8-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419-433-2188 
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The Night Our Club Members 
Were "Guests 
"You are invited to be our guests 
onNovember 22, at 8:30. Admission will 
be $1.00 per couple." Our president 
announced the invitation with enthusi-
asm in his voice. 
"Let's get a group and go," he 
suggested eagerly, -It sounds like it 
would be a fun thing to do. How many 
think they can go?" he continued, "I 
have to tell them how many to expect." 
Even though the word "guest" 
implied no charge, we thought it would 
be fun to go. About two sets agreed to 
take advantage of the friendly invita-
tion. 
My husband and I arrived about five 
minutes late. We drove around the 
building twice trying to find a place to 
park. The only space available, in front 
of a store, was in clear view of a sign 
that said, "Parking for patrons only. 
Cars towed away at owner's expense." 
"Oh, I'll park here and ask someone 
at the club where to park and then I'll 
move it," my husband decided. 
"Where do you park?" my husband 
asked the lady at the registration desk. 
"Oh, you have to come early to find a 
parking space," she laughingly respon-
ded. 
A few more inquiries received similar 
responses. He went out to see what he 
could find for himself. I sat waiting for 
him to return. The other couples were 
mostly standing around. A few were 
struggling through a singing call dance. 
When my husband returned, he was 
by Louise Sutton 
Wallingford, Pennsylvania 
stopped by the registrar. "What club 
you from?" she questioned. 
"Oh, I forget," my husband teased, 
showing her his club name badge. 
"That'll be $1.00," she state shortly, 
"Sign here in the guest book." 
He signed"Spiro Agnew" to see what 
she'd say but she never looked at the 
name. She just went on about her job of 
collecting dollars from "guests." He 
took my new coat off the huge stack of 
coats piled on top of one another on the 
coat rack. He put them in the back on a 
chair that was stored there. He couldn't 
sit down with me for there were only a 
few chairs out for such a huge crowd. 
One lady said "Hello" to us as she 
wandered by on her way to the kitchen. 
When the call came to square up, we 
got into a group of our own club 
members, for we were afraid to go into 
any other set. All at once we all had the 
terrified feeling that we'd been set 
down in foreign country. The calls were 
all new to us and we just turned around 
and sat down. Some others were having 
a problem, too, so finally the caller 
stopped to teach one movement. 
However, the language he used to teach 
sounded as foreign as the movement. 
The home dancers, with smug looks 
on their faces, danced gaily on. When 
the long and frightening hash dance 
was finished, the caller swung into a 
very simple singing call. But it was too 
late for us to reassemble and enjoy it. 
"Shall we try the next dance and get 
into a set where some know what they 
17 
are doing, and see if we can follow?" 
my husband asked. 
I was willing, but after the round 
dance interval, the sets formed so 
quickly with the members that we had 
no chance to get Into a group. Their 
somber faces didn't Issue a welcome to 
us, anyway. Again the foreign language 
began and we heaved a sigh of relief 
that we had not joined in. As we 
watched, we became more and more 
disturbed and my husband whispered, 
"Let's go home. If someone starts 
pushing me around, I'm afraid I'd 
want to slug them." 
We watched some of our more 
adventurous friends trying to follow and 
getting pushed and glowered at. So we 
went, laughing to ourselves at the idea 
of being specially Invited guests. 
As we discussed our venture we 
recalled many similar experiences we'd 
had as "guests." We are not novices, 
having been dancing for thirty-three 
years. We would not have felt quite so 
unhappy at the same situation had we 
Just wandered Into a club. But since 
we'd been specially invited, it was quite 
a disappointment. We thought of  
several suggestions that clubs might 
think about when they invite a 
particular group to visit: 
— They should have a welcoming 
committee to take care of visitors' 
questions and needs, i.e. parking, 
coats, etc. 
— Know the level of dancing of the 
guest club and key the calls to 
accommodate them. Today every club 
seems to be on a different level. The 
new calls come so fast that it is 
impossible to keep up with them all. If 
more elaborate calls are wanted, they 
could be sandwiched in and announced 
as advanced level tips. 
— Alert the members to be friendly and 
cordial to all the guests. A ribbon or 
something could be given to distinguish 
guests. 
— Try to welcome at least one couple 
into each member square. 
— Save the teaching for other nights 
and stick to singing calls and easy hash. 
— Be sure the caller speaks distinctly 
for it is hard to follow a strange caller. 
It is a nice idea for clubs to visit but it 
is disaster when they are merely 
"dollar" customers. 
RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Phone: 203-658-9417 
THE 
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Wed. & Fri. 11-9:30 
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Closed Sun. & Mon. 
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WHAT IS A CALLER? 
He is a technician, an engineer, a psychologist, a psychiatrist, an optimist, he is 
a janitor, a father confessor, a soother of ruffled feelings. He is an entertainer, a 
master of ceremonies, a humorist, a showman. 
He is all of these and more, but, if he Is to be a successful caller, he Is a true, 
bona fide, first class dedicated human being who loves people, loves square 
dancing, and loves life. 	
Dorothy Shaw 
SO YOU WANT TO 
BE A CALLER 
Thanks to NECCA 
The New England Council of Callers 
Associations, in a booklet entitled "So 
You Want To Be A Caller", have been 
explicit and frank about the drawbacks 
of a calling career and the dedication 
necessary. 
If you're toying with the idea of picking 
up the mike, or even if you're a dancer 
to whom the caller's job seems a 
"snap", read the five essential points 
put forth in the NECCA publication. 
DANCING TIME 
The prospective caller should dance a 
minimum of 1 to 2 years at club level 
before attempting to call. This dancing 
experience will give the aspiring caller a 
sensitivity of body mechanics, flow of 
the dance, and the inter-relationship of 
the personalities in the square. 
CALLER vs. FAMILY 
The caller is an entertainer and as 
such there will be growing conflicts 
between the demands of his avocation 
and family home life. There will be 
constant demands on his time for: 
a. daily practice 
b. training sessions 
c. Sunday caller meetings 
d. calling dates (even though you  
assume only once or twice a week, 
gradually for the successful caller it 
grows to be almost every night). 
The foregoing results in giving up 
many, many non-square dance social 
activities, and even birthdays and 
anniversaries. Entering into this pro-
fession must be a partnership decision. 
TRAINING and DEVELOPMENT 
The first step is to discuss with 
successful callers the route to follow to 
become a caller. He will probably advise 
you to do the following: 
a. Attend a comprehensive callers 
training school which would encompass 
theory, music phrasing, ethics, use of 
equipment, voice training, etc. 
b. Join a local callers association in 
order to participate In their advance-
ment programs as well as associating 
and communicating with other callers. 
c. Consider becoming an apprentice to a 
respected caller. 
d. Subscribe to recommended publica-
tions. 
FINANCIAL COMMITMENT 
There must be an expenditure of not 
only time but also monies for example: 




by Don Franklin 
T7Agal MITI RECORDS 
THE RECORD DESIGNED . WITH THE CAILER IN MIND 
WW 506 
DANCE WITH ME 
by John & Wanda Winter 
Round Dance with Cues 
MUSIC BY THE WAGONMASTE RS 
P.O. Box 364, Arvada, Colorado 80002 
PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
PROMENADER 
The MAJESTIC 
Leather, fully-ilned, the 
Majestic features foam 
sock lining, a steel shank 
for support, full Inch of 
heel—rubber Da pped4or 
sure footing,ancl buckle 
with elastic goring to 
complete the 3/4" strap. 
Dawes Avenue 
Clinton, New York 13323 
B4ack & White— $15.95  
Red & Navy— $16.95 
Gold & Silver— $17.95 
SIZES: Medium 4/4-10 
Narrow 6-10 
Write for Free Mail Order Brochure 
4- 
New York Residents add Sales Tax. Add 5.90 Postage 
Equipment (amplifier, turntable, 
speaker systems, and mike) $2. — 1000. 
Records (1st year) 	 $75. 
Formal Basic Training 	$75. — 150. 
Advanced Basic Training 	$75 — 150. 
Publications 	 $50. 
Association fees (dues only) 	 $10. 
Traveling expenses 	 $150. 
Caller and Partner Costumes 	 
Baby Sitter fees 	  
Advertising and Promotion 
You cannot expect to recoup this initial 
outlay for a number of years. 
You are required to keep accurate 
financial records since you are in 
business and all income and expenses 
must be reported for Income Tax 
purposes. 
NEW CALLER FRUSTRATIONS 
These are some of the things he can 
expect: 
a. A class or dance with no attendance 
b. Criticism of the caller and/or partner 
c. Pyramiding expenses with little or no 
return in sight 
d. Lack of recognition 
e. Unexpected slow progress 
f. Losing "his" dancers to other groups 
g. Possible waning of partners enthusi-
asm 
A caller must have a "thick-skin" to 
live through these and similar situations 
in order to learn and develop into the 
successful caller he wants to be. 
Tapes 
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service 
P.O. Box 3290 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603 
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS 
WAYNE AND NORMA WYLIE 
MISSOURI 
BOB FISK 	;,. 	DAVE LIGHTLY 
CALIFORNIA  IOWA 
JUNE 6-7-8-9-10:11, 1976 
AT 
INTERLAKEN RESORT VILLAGE 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 
Write. Bill & Jacque Blevins 
ROYAL HOLIDAY 
1257 Franklin Lane 
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SEPT. 18 -OCT. 2, 1976 
featuring the 
15 th Annual Square Dance Convention 
sponsored by 
Tokyo Sq. Dance Callers Assoc. 
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You will board your flight 
to TOKYO, and cross the 
International Dateline 
arriving the next calendar 
day. 
DAY 2 
Arrive in TOKYO and taken 
to your accommodations in 
the IMPERIAL HOTEL. 
DAY 3 
Visit the IMPERIAL PALACE PLAZA. 
the NATIONAL DIET BUILDING, 
MEIJI SHRINE, OLYMPIC STADIUM, 
and ASAKUSA TEMPLE in the 
morning. Afternoon is at leisure. 
DAY 4 
Visit 16th century NIKKO, LAKE 
CHUZENJI, and KEGON WATERFALLS. 
DAY 5 
Free for leisure time activities. 
DAY 6 
Motorcoach to KAMAKURA and 
along the Pacific shore to 
the KOWAKIEN HOTEL in HAKONE. 
DAYS 7, 8, 89 
Convention Activities  
DAY 10 
Take an Express Train 
to KOBE and check into 
KOBE ORIENTAL HOTEL. 
DAY 11 
Spend the morning sight- 
seeing and the afternoon 
shopping or at leisure. 
DAY 12 
Go by Motorcoach to NARA 
and the SACRED DEER PARK. 
Visit the TODAIJI TEMPLE 
and a 5-story PAGODA, 
continuing on to KYOTO 
and the MIYAKO HOTEL. 
DAY 13 
Visit the HEIAN SHRINE, 
the GOLDEN PAVILION and 
NIJO CASTLE. Afternoon 
is at leisure. 
DAY 14 
Ride the BULLET TRAIN 
and return to TOKYO and 
the IMPERIAL HOTEL. 
DAY 15 
Board your return flight 
homeward, recrossing 
the International Dateline 
and arrive the same day. 
TED BEROUAPA 	WARREN BERQUAM 




Greg Nelson Travel Inc. 941-5900 
RT. I PDX 187 
MAPLE PLAIN. MN. 55359 
612-972-2181 
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and Jean and Bill were aided by their 
children and all the neighboring ones 
they could round up in assembling the 
completed books. Thus began square 
dancing's "bible" which has made It 
possible for nearly 25,000 square 
dancers and hundreds of callers from all 
over the world to meet at Kansas City 
last June and enjoy the largest square 
dance convention ever held. 
What began as a hobby for Bill soon 
became almost a full-time job and Bill 
was spending six to eight hours daily at 
his labor of love In addition to earning 
the family living. To keep his encyclo-
pedia up to date, Bill Issues supple-
ments three times each year and sends 
them to purchasers of his book all over 
the world. 
Jean and Bill attend all national 
conventions and as many state conven-
tions as they are able. Jean recalls the 
San Antonio convention as her most el 	0A; 1P 
PERSONALITY PROFILE 
Back in 1958 a young couple attended 
their first western-style square dance 
class after several years of hoedown 
dancing. They were members of the 
first class graduated by Don and 
Dorothy Rand and it was the beginning 
of an entirely new life for them. And, as 
it turned out, square dancing would 
never be the same again. 
Herbert W. and Jean Burleson 
attended the class at the urging of 
friends. The Minerva, Ohio, couple 
never again attended the older type of 
square dancing, instead becoming keen 
students of the newer movements that 
even then were invading the world of 
western square dancing. 
In 1965, Herbert, now known as Bill, 
purchased a mimeograph and issued 
the first edition of the Square Dancing 
Encyclopedia. The two thousand copies 
were spread on the family dinner table 
By a Member of the 
Burliques Square Dance Club 
Your editors wish to say in passing that no person or couple deserved credit for 
services rendered to the square dance world as much as Ohio's Bill and Jean 
Burleson, for literally thousands of hours of voluntary time over a period of 
years, benefitting a countless number of square dancers. Burleson's 
"Encyclopedia" is a "bible" for callers and dancers everywhere, and is the only 
reference of its kind. We too say "Thanks, Bill — and Jean, too." — Editors. 
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unique experience when the eighty 
Japanese couples who were present 
stopped by their booth to buy the 
encyclopedia. Although many had trou-
ble with conversational English, they 
were able to dance to the calling of 
American callers, and several of the 
visitors also called tips for the dancers. 
Jean said she was impressed by their 
enthusiasm and politeness and des-
cribed most of the ladies as "dolls." 
In 1971, in an effort to aid new 
dancers, Bill issued "The Diagrammed 
Guide to Better Square Dancing," 
listing 137 basic, extended basic and 
more popular experimental movements. 
Of these, 121 are diagrammed, showing 
the dancers' positions during the 
execution of the movements. A strong 
advocate of styling in square dancing, 
Bill prefaces this manual with his 
philosophy and photographs of correct 
positions of dancers performing the 
basics. 
Bill's love for square dancing is 
voiced in his welcome to beginning 
dancers in the first paragraph of the 
"Guide": "To those of you starting 
classes or in the learning stages of 
western style square dancing, we 
extend a welcome to the greatest 
recreation known to man. There is no 
limit to the fun and companionship that 
can be found, and you will find it to be  
the best exercise of body and mind 
known to man." 
Bill and Jean recently added a 
beautiful dance hall at their home which 
can accommodate six squares on the 
main floor, and have a carpeted 
basement room which can accommodate 
the same number. In addition to 
invitational advanced-level dances, they 
have made the hall available to the 
Minerva Burliques for the class which is 
sponsored by the club. Bill was 
instrumental in organizing the Burli-
ques three years ago and it was named 
for the Burlesons. 
The task of collecting and verifying 
the 2107 movements listed in the 
encyclopedia, distributing more than 
60,000 copies, publishing and mailing 
over 14,000 supplements three times 
each year to keep it current, and 
promoting his guide finally took its toll 
and Bill was forced to retire from his job 
after undergoing surgery. However, 
Bill's life is square dancing and his 
many contributions to our hobby will 
live as long as we hear the call to 
"square 'em up." 
As one who was introduced to our 
wonderful world of square dancing in a 
class organized and sponsored by the 
Burlesons, and aided through many 
hours of workshopping in the basement 
of their home, this writer can only say, 
"Thanks, Bill!" 
MEANDERINGS, Continued 
Currency is our paper dollars (they're 
hard to counterfeit) and their Pana-
manian coins in free interchange — a 
curious mixture. Everyone speaks 
Spanish — perhaps 10% also speak 
some English. Shrimp boats dot the 
harbor. Live roosters on leashes can be 
purchased for fighting purposes. San 
Blas Indians can be seen here and there 
selling decorative cloth, all before 
nightfall when they must return to their 
small island homes out beyond the 
harbor. 
`-- 
Other sights were the ancient ruins of 
Old Panama, stone fortresses built 
before Morgan's pirates destroyed the 
area by fire in 1671, modern hotels 
rising from slum areas, American base 
operations, the spectacular Thatcher 
Ferry Bridge, a shark fence encircling a 
swimming beach, and rugged service-
men heading into the jungles for 
survival training. 
A day and a half is all I could spend 
there this time, but as I flew homeward 
across Cuba and over the delicate 
Florida Keys, I vowed to return to that 
strategic strip of American-controlled 
land, ten miles wide and fifty miles 
long, that does a little WALK and 
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1952 — SILVER ANNIVERSARY — 1976 
A COMPLETE CONVENTION 
Each June when the National 
Square Dance' Convention is held, it 
marks the gathering of tens of thou-
sands of dancers, square, round and 
contra enthusiasts. Each of these areas 
of the American folk dance are covered 
to their fullest. More than 275 hours of 
dancing have been programmed during 
the three days of the convention, 
including all categories and levels. 
Those desiring a recess from the rigors 
of the dance are encouraged to become 
enlightened during the 200-plus hours 
of educational programs to be offered as 
an integral part of the convention. 
Many special projects are included. 
Those arriving on Wednesday will be 
afforded the opportunity to visit and 
dance at the site of the First National 
Square Dance Convention, Riverside, 
California, which in 1952 was the 
birthplace of the National and will 
provide the setting for a Trail End 
Dance with top callers, many of whom 
were on the program twenty-five years 
ago. 
Among the Trail Dances scheduled in 
California will be the Tenth Annual Cup 
of Gold, Sonora, June 18-20; Palm 
Springs, June 19; and Camarillo, June 
22. Should your area be planning a Trail 
Dance please notify: 25th National SID 
Convention, PO Box 1976, Dept. 25, 
Vista, CA 92083. 
For those traveling from foreign 
Countries a bilingual information center 
will be available. 
The Showcase of Ideas, Publications 
Display, and Square Dance Hall of 
Fame Exhibit will be open daily from 
10A.M. to 9P.M. A stroll through this 
display will provide insight into various 
items utilized in the promotion of our  
activity by numerous associations and 
federations throughout the country. 
Daily from 10A.M. to 5P.M. a room 
has been set aside to afford the 
opportunity to meet some of the most 
outstanding personalities in the move-
ment. There will be a different VIP in 
the room every half hour. 
Nationally known callers Lee Helsel, 
Johnny LeClair and Bill Peters will 
conduct the Callers Seminar daily from 
11A.M. to 1P.M. and 2 to 4 P.M. 
Covered during these sessions will be 
all facets of the caller's techniques. 
Other special sessions designed for the 
caller are the Newer Caller Instruction 
Panels, planned for each day and 
offering individualized help for the 
beginner caller. Caller-Club Relations 
will provide views of what is expected 
from both caller and club. Bill Castner 
will conduct the Exhibition Panel, for 
those interested in starting an exhibi-
tion group. Assisting the handicapped 
will be the subject of another panel. 
For the ladies, such panels as 
Petticoat Power and the Sew and Create 
Clinic will provide pertinent material 
specifically designed to enlighten all 
dancers in the woman's outlook. 
General interest panels include Festival 
Planning, Singles Panel, Camping 
Panel, Public Relations Seminar, and an 
After Party Clinic. Coverage of the 
subject of Leadership will be handled 
during the Organization Round Table 
and the Club Leadership Seminar. 
The round dancer and contra dancer 
have not been overlooked. These 
subjects will be part of the Round Dance 
Seminar, Round Dance Panel, Round 
Dance Clinic for Square Dancers, 
the 	All-Level 	Round 	Dance 
Clinic, a Contra Panel and Contra 
Clinic. 
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Some of the best contra callers available 
and an estimated 2000 dancers will be 
doing contras for up to eight hours per 
day, all three days. Contra dancing is 
growing by leaps and bounds! It seems 
strange that the line dance form which 
was enjoyed in 1776 is suddenly 
growing in popularity, but that is 
exactly what is happening. More 
dancers began noticing contras at the 
last few national conventions and large 
numbers participated in Kansas City 
last year. Contra groups are springing 
up everywhere. WARNING: The dan-
cing general has determined that contra 
dancing may become habit forming. 
WANTED: Vacationers to rent small 
cottage with use of beach on Lake 
George (midway between Lake George 
Village and Ticonderoga), during June, 
July and September; names of 
square dance contacts in area provided. 
Write Stan & Cathie Burdick, 216 
Williams St., Huron, Ohio 44870. 
SID FESTIVAL CHANGES LOCATION 
Ingleside Inn in Stanton, Virginia, 
is the new location for the twice-yearly 
festival formerly known as Mt. Lake 
Festival. The name is now the "Spirit of 
'76 Festival." The Spring Festival is to 
be May 28-30 and the fall dates are 
September 17-19. 
In the new facilities there are 200 
rooms, three ballrooms, comfortable 
dining rooms, air-conditioning through-
out, T.V., and swimming. An 18-hole 
championship golf course is on the 
grounds. The package deal for either 
weekend is $85.00 and includes every-
thing but Saturday lunch. Unlike 
Mountain Lake Festival, Ingleside Inn 
will accept guests for any part of the 
festival and the Saturday banquet. Mail 
dance and room reservations to Jim 
Harlow, 7140 Meadow Brook Rd., 
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502. 
a 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP A FWREREITCEAFT°RAI.OG 
Billy and Sue Miller 	MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 	Phone: (812) 843-2491 
BINGO 
The shoe most square 
dancers wear. 1/2 ".  heel 
ith elastic binding 
a round shoe. Strap 
;cross instep. 
Block and White $11.95 
Yellow, Pink, Red 
leather. and Orange. 	$12.95 
Silver and Gold $13.95 
N; 4 thru Sizes  4 to  10 	med 






STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
With 1'/,^ nylon lace. The mid thigh has 8 rows of 
lace and the knee length has 9 rows of lace. These 
are made for us exclusively and they're made true 
to size. Colors are: white, sprout green, black, yel-
low, blue, pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, 
multi-color, royal and red, white and blue combina-
tion. Order mid thigh or knee length in S-M-L-XL. 
Sissy Ponts-6 rows of lace. Sizes S•M-L-XL. 
Shorties-3' legs, 8 rows of lace. 
Brown, Navy, Dark Purple. 
$5.95 ea. OR 2 pr. $11.00 	Postage 350 ea. 
SLIPS — mode by B & S 
We have one of the finest 50 yard nylon marquisette slips. cotton tops, wide elastic band, 
4 tiers on 18" and up, 3 tiers on 17^ and shorter Our slips are stilt enough to insure long 
life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 111" to 26̂  and other lengths by special order. Colors, 
white, block, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, sprout green and multi-color, $15.95 plus $1.00 post-
turquoise, orange, bright yellow, med. purple, royal, red, white and blue corcbinat - cns or age. 35 yd. Slips $13.95 
ony color combinations of listed color.. Brown, Navy, Dark Purple & Kelly Green. 	plus 51.00 postage .  
MAJESTIC 
CLASSIC is now avail- 
able in White, Black, Glove tanned  
Gold and Silver. Sizes Size 6 thru 12 
in medium 4'4 through 10 and narrow 6 12M, 42 sizes 
through 10. Red & Blue by order. 	 shank for supp  
Black and White 	 $9.95 Black & White 
Silver and Gold $11.95 Navy & Red 




Made fully lined, the 
-CLASSIC' features foam 
sock lining, a steel shank 
for support, a full inch of 
heel — rubber capped for 
sure footing, and a buckle 
with elastic goring to corn• 
plate the 5/,." strap. The 
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"He was one of those of whom the 
Presbyterian tutor, Fithian, wrote: 
"Blow high, Blow low, the Virginians 
are genuine blood — they will dance or 
die", writes the biographer of Wash-
ington, Rupert Hughes. 
At Mount Vernon, Washington made 
dancing teachers welcome and encour-
aged his step-children to all the graces, 
Hughes continues. The teachers ap-
parently had their hands full, the little 
Custises being no different from 
children in dance class anywhere or at 
other times. It was necessary, thus, to 
chastise the girls with a rap over the 
shoulder and to warn a lad that he was 
"insolent and wanton", continues 
Hughes, "but in some of the games 
even the teacher 'had several Kisses of 
the Ladies'." 
Martha Washington liked dancing less 
than her husband did. Hughes specu-
lates: "Perhaps she had too much of it 
on her honeymoon and was dazed by 
his insatiable appetite for it." 
You are doubtless wondering what 
the Washingtons danced. Breathless 
with anticipation, we called up Mrs.  




Shirley Wynne of the Ohio State 
University dance faculty, whose spe-
cialty is early European classical dance 
(1660-1760). 
Mrs. Wynne modestly disclaimed any 
knowledge of what Washington actu-
ally danced, but she was delightfully 
willing to guess. "The minuet, of 
course. Probably some contredances. 
The quadrille, very orderly and 
restrained. But probably not the 
allemande. French and English dancing 
masters were active in the Colonies 
and these dances would have crossed 
with them." 
Washington's slaves entertained 
themselves with dances of African 
origin. "Their dancing is a most violent 
exercise," a white minister wrote of a 
black ball in Baltimore in 1774, "but so 
irregular and grotesque I am not able 
to describe it' . The blacks had their 
revenge on this attitude. From circa 
1840: "Us slaves watched white folks' 
parties, where the guests danced the 
minuet....Then we'd do it, too, but we 
used to mock 'em, every step". 







SEE OUR NEW PATENT LEATHER RINGO 
£.4 SPINNERS AND MEN'S BOOTS AT YOUR 
FAVORITE SQUARE DANCE 
OR WESTERN 
STORE! 
YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT COAST USES 
ONLY GENUINE LEATHER UPPERS £4 CHROME 
SPLIT LEATHER OUTERSOLES. 
THE NATION'S u  1 SQUARE DANCE SHOES 
((•)j-IST 	 41q c. 
786 East 14th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021 
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LAUGHABLE DECOR CREATES AFFABLE DECORUM 
The cartoon poster on the left above 
was submitted by Robert and Marie 
Broyles, members of the Bristol, 
Tenn./Va. Twin City Swingers. J. N. 
Criswell of that club tells how the club 
uses cartoon posters to enhance club 
spirit — a good example for other clubs 
to follow. 
"Our club has been working on posters 
for about a year using fluorescent 
paper and paint. This type poster serves 
two-fold. They serve as a permanent 
poster and then when a black-light 
dance is held, the decorations are 
already there. Working in cooperation 
with the School Activity Education 
Program, we have been granted the 
privilege of hanging permanent posters 
in the school gym where our dances are 
held. (They are hung approx. 14 ft. from 
the floor.) 
"Bob and Marie introduced this comic 
type poster, which brought smiles and 
favorable comments from area dancers;  
also questions as to who had this idea of 
this pleasing bit of humor. We wish to 
share this humor with our fellow 
dancers, and hope it will bring forth 
smiles of amusement. 
"Square Dancing Clubs that have a 
cross-section of citizenry are very 
fortunate to have those persons who 
donate their talents and ideas for 
betterment and promotion of a great fun 
hobby. This is encouragement for the 
club officers to work harder in the 
interest of their club. Actually, it ceases 
to be work when a person observes the 
happy smiles of the dancers. (Their 
smiles alone are rewarding enough for 
the effort put forth.) Is there any other 
activity where so many people, person 
to person, are involved that can 
outnumber the smiles and laughs of 
square dancers? I think this considera-
tion should be at the top of the 
promotion list in talking to prospective 
dancers." 
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LEE KOPMAN has two more albums and tapes of 
INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGE DANCING. 
Albums are Nos. 1027, 1028, 1030, 1031. Albums 
are $7.95 each, plus 26e per album; tapes are $8.95 
each, plus 18i postage per tape. 
Lee Kopman 
MERRBACH 
• Flip instrumentals 
PRESENTS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2019— MY SONG by Don & Donna Glasgow 
Flip Side cued by Charles Carter 
2018— LAY BACK LOVER, Caller: Johnny Wykoff' 
2017— BELLS ON MY HEART, Caller: Roger Chapman' 
2016— FISHERS HORNPIPE/IDA RED [Hoedowns] 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
632— C.B. BLUES, Caller: Ron Schneider* 
631— ACTION AND REACTION, First hoedowns on DR 
630— MERRY GO ROUND OF LOVE, Caller: Frank Lane' 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1281— PUT ANOTHER LOG ON THE FIRE, Lem Gravelle* 
1280— GAS LIGHT MEDLEY, Caller: Andy Petrere' 
1279— LITTLE HEARTACHE, Caller: Lem Smith' 
1278— THIS HOUSE RUNS ON SUNSHINE, Mike Sikorsky' 
LORE RELEASES: 
1152— IT'S GONNA BE A HAPPY DAY, Stan Ruebell' 
1151— FOUR LEAF CLOVER, Caller: Harold Bausch' 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
1271— SPRINGTIME'S A COMING, Caller: Wayne Mahan 
2370— FIRST TIME THING, Caller: Rocky Strickland' 
ROCKING A RELEASES: 
1364— C.B. HANDLE SONG, Caller: Joe Sorrell' 
1363— IT'S A LITTLE MORE LIKE HEAVEN, Jesse Cox* 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas 
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NOTE We can supply volume controls for the 
7-series of Newcomb to any mike that uses the 
cannon plug. We can also wire the 636-EV mike 
• with a volume contraol that will work on the old 
Newcomb TR series, or the new T-series. Price Is 
$50.00 plus $3.00 postage. 
Write for information of ST-3 Tuner 
and the PM-4 wireless mike. 
PM-4 Mike: $274.00 





MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE. P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008 
SHOCK CORD 
Braided, with Plastic 
coated hooks 5/16" dia 
16" long stretches to 28 




Carries up to 100 lbs 
40" high. folds to 20 
$25.00 plus $3 postage. 
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erome Jnoustries 
THE RADERS 
V 	 ■ 
$17.50 	 16"x 13" 
Please PRINT name desired —
lettered on both sides. 
Tastefully adorn your home, and at the 
same time identify yourselves to all as 
"square dancers." Crown your roof with 
a beautifully wrought weathervane, and 
personalize your lamp post or mail box 
with an appropriately lettered sign, 
topped with an attractive couple doing 
a right arm swing. 
All are custom cast in aluminum and 






Check or Money Order 
• 
ROME l NDUSTRIES 
331 Athens St. 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
 
S19.50 	 15"x15" 
Please PRINT name desired—
lettered on both sides. 




by Mef Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 Years Ago — February 1951 
Al Brundage of Connecticut writes of 
the evolution of square dancing in the 
fifteen years of his dancing and calling. 
At thirteen he learned to dance in a 
large living room by watching the 
"older folks" awhile and then by actual 
dancing, being helped around by more 
experienced dancers. 18 or 20 calls were 
the complete repertoire of the caller. 
Gradually the picture changed as 
crowds grew larger. Pre-dance instruc-
tions were met with shouts to get 
started and to "do something we 
know". The trimmings and niceties 
began to drop out. It seemed liked 
anyone could swing and promenade, so 
all the new calls were based on these 
actions. It is easy to see how the square 
dance decayed. Old timers dropped out 
of these swing contests and took their 
pleasures in another direction. 
But Al says, "Most of New England is 
now improving steadily, thanks to a few 
good leaders who have finally found a 
way to combat the influence of poor 
dancers and incompetent callers: the 
Square Dance Class." As a direct result 
of the classes, Square Dance Clubs are 
now being formed. The club springs 
from the hearts of true enthusiasts, 
banded together to preserve good 
dancing and to provide the opportunity 
to progress. Al concludes, "Each 
session is reminiscent of the old spirit of 
neighborliness and cooperation that 
existed in the Square Dance of my 
boyhood." 
''Bish" Bischoff of California writes of 
an experiment in fusing different types 
of dances. Combining the square dance 
figures with contra formation, he has 
come up with "Western Longways", 
using all couples present and nearly all 
the figures and breaks of both contras 
and squares. 
In describing "Dancing Partners I Try 
to Avoid", Mollie Patton lists the 
following types: the partner with the 
'fed-up' disposition; the ferocious, 
cave-man type; the fellow who has no 
sense of timing; the constant apologist; 
the non-stop conversationalist; and, 
topping the list, the floor hog. Recog-
nize anyone? 
10 YEARS AGO — February 1966 
Square dancers over the nation are 
urged to send contributions to the 
Swing-Ezy Disaster Fund, Keokuk, 
Iowa, following an explosion and fire 
which occurred in November during a 
square dance. [This disaster is probably 
the worst square dancers have ever 
experienced. Money contributed by 
sympathetic dancers everywhere was 
used to set up college trust funds for 
children of those killed in the fire.) 
Caller's wives are important, says 
Chuck Raley, caller and record artist 
from California. "I think callers' wives 
give more to square dancing than any 
caller. They are secretaries, public 
relations agents, and travelling house-
keepers. And for all their work, they're 
almost completely ignored." Chuck 
began his calling career "the hard way" 
by spending nine months in bed with a 
broken back which afforded him "plen-
ty of time to practice". Now a full-time 
caller, he uses his own experiences as 
examples in detailing just how callers 
wives play their vital, but often 
unnoticed, roles in the square dance 
movement. Chuck's wife Jessie seconds 
the motion, but doesn't complain. "Our 
lives are always in demand, and it's 
pretty hectic. We have very little time 
for family life, but we've met so many 
wonderful friends. I'd do it all over 
again." 
Regina Paulson has some advice for 
Continued on Page 88 
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Every now and then it becomes all too 
obvious to a caller how thin a thread his 
reputation hangs by. Horrible example 
coming up: One Friday night a cute 
little blonde gal came up and asked me 
to sign her "Century Book". She 
offered me a short, "shocking pink" 
pen with which to do the signing. She 
thanked me when I had finished, 
flashed her "baby blues" at me a bit 
and sashayed back to her partner 
somewhere in the hall. As she was 
walking away I thought to myself, 
"Gee. that's a cute girl, I hope she 
comes to another one of my dances 
some day". 
She did. The very next night as a 
matter of fact! 
Throughout the evening my ears 
began to get pointed and I was having 
trouble keeping the gleam out of my 
eye. Then it happened. She came up to 
the stage (be still my shaking knees!), 
handed me the same little pink pen and 
asked me to sign her century book! 
When my heart started beating again, I 
asked her if I hadn't signed the same 
book just the night before, she said, 
"Oh. did you, what is your name 
anyway?" 
My humble pie didn't taste any better 
that night than in a few other occasions I 
would just as soon forget. 
Mort Simpson 
from "Open Squares" 
Vtik . tif; Al tit Ali I 
"Regular physical activity helps retard the 
aging process," Jesse L. Steinfeld, M.D., 
former U.S. Surgeon General. 
Sixty minutes a day can burn off excess 
calories, do wonders for your heart and 
circulatory system, develop a new spring 
in your step and new zest for life. 
Stay Young at Heart—
exercise regularly. 
The President's Council on 
Physical Fitness & Sports 
Washington, D.C. 20201 
YTAINt 
NEW RELEASES 
RB-101 YOU RING MY BELL by Wade Driver 
RR-102 HELP YOURSELF TO ME by Pat Barbour 
RR-103 HERE I AM IN DALLAS by Wade Driver 
Music by THE RHYTHM ROCKERS 




Flexible Dance Shoes 
Capezio® comes up with 
two new folk and square 
dance shoes that are light, 
flexible and flattering. For 
women : the new U-Shell 
with leather upper, elk sole 
and one inch leather heel, in 
white, black, red, N, M, W, 
sizes 4 to 10, 	. For 
men : the soft leather 
oxford with elk sole and 
rubber heel, in black or 
white, M, W, sizes 




For the name of your nearest agency, please write: 
Capezio ' Ballet Makers, Dept. ASD-2. 543 West 43rd Street, 





437 BELLAIRE AVE. DAYTON, OHIO 45420 k 
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Red White & Blue 
Ai 	* WHO YOU ARE 
i
ete * WHERE YOU'RE FROM 
* AND THAT YOU ARE A 
SQUARE DANCER 
D•R &W PLASTICS 
SIZE 
	
2 1/8 " X 3 5/16" 
COST $2 25 EACH 
TALK 
Callers and dancers may or may not 
agree with Mr. Borger's stand, but all 
of us must respect a person who has 
"the courage of his convictions" and 
makes a definite commitment. Here's 
what Harry Borger writes: 
One of the things that we proudly 
stress when we extol the pleasures of 
square dancing to new dancers is the 
policy of non-drinking of alcoholic 
beverages before or during a dance. 
This policy is a good one and has had 
universal acceptance. But what attitude 
should we take when it comes to "one 
night stands" for non-square dancing 
social and civic groups? Somehow, 
many callers, myself included, have 
compromised this principle and ratio-
nalized our participation by assuming 
the attitude that we are just providing 
the entertainment for the evening and 
whether they serve alcoholic beverages 
or not is the business of the sponsoring 
group and of no concern to us. I have 
found this attitude increasingly more 
difficult to justify, especially to begin-
ner dancers attending such an affair for 
the first time. I feel like a hypocrite  
when they remark — "I thought 
drinking wasn't permitted with western 
square dancing". And do you know why 
I feel like a hypocrite? Because that is 
exactly what I am when I participate and 
ask dancers to participate in such 
affairs! For several years I have told 
chairmen of social groups when booking 
one night stands that my fee for calling 
would be higher if alcohol was served. 
This has helped compensate for the 
increased difficulty and frustration in 
calling for a partially inebriated group, 
but it sure hasn't removed the 
hypocritical feeling. I therefore have 
reached the conclusion that I will no 
longer participate in one-night-stands 
where alcoholic beverages are served 
during the dance. From now on I will 
tell such groups that drinking is one of 
the cardinal sins of western square 
dancing and that they should look for 
some other form of entertainment. I 
urge other callers, new or old, to join me 
in this policy. My hat is off to those 
callers who always have adopted this 
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A square dance club, run as a club 
with president, vice-president, hostes-
ses and other offices, makes too many 
demands on busy people who have just 
so much time to give to their hobby and 
no more. Dancers are scared away by 
the formalities and expectations of club 
membership. 'Eager beaver' commit-
tees and officers seem to be running 
square dancing, and they could scare off 
a saint." 
What would you suggest as ideal club 
structure? 
What is done in your area? 
Send your suggestions and solutions to this magazine. Include any problem you 
would like to see published. 
Greater St. Louis Folk & Square Dance Fed. 
28th ANNUAL SQUARE All 10111 RANCE FESTIVAL 
"( imeriea girt Bewaillizl  
SATIIIIAV, APRIL 3, 1976 
SQUARE DANCE SALL 5:00 - 11:00 P.M. 
SQUARE 1ANCE FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 
MELTON LUTTRELL 
CHARLIE & MARGE CARTER 
GENERAL CHAIRMEN 
Da. L Pauline Sakahara 
1015 O'Day Rd. - St. LouOr. Mo. 63119 
ALL EVENTS AT BEILE-CLAIR EXrCBITICIN MALL 
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS 
ST. LOUIS AREA 
CALLERS 
ROUND DANCE NORKSHOP 10 JO A 5 - 100 P 
SQUARE DANCE NORKSHOP 100 - /OOP 
PR0GPAINIED ROUNDS - 700 - 7 IS P 
3rd ANNUAL SPRING SQUARE DANCE, March 
19-20, 1978; Myrtle Beech Convention Center, 
Myrtle Beech, South Carolina; Poodle Goes, John 
Inabinet, Bobby Leperd, Harold & Judy Hoover. 
Write Ardis Banker, 5139 Robinwood Dr., 
Charlotte, NC 28212. 
KALYUMET PARK CAMPGROUND,near Clarion, 
Pennsylvania, off 1-80; features weekends for 
square dancers, NAME callers, May through Oct. 
Write John Hillard, Kelyumet Park Campground, 
RD 1, Lucinda PA 18235. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance week-
ends — Spring and Fell; National Callers; at 
Interlaken Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. 
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Franklin 
Lane, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 80090. 
FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING —
Fun Fait, Accent on Rounds with Squares, 
Rebel Roundup, Swap Shop & Fall Jubilee. 
Write Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam, 
North Carolina 28733. 
8th Annual SEPTEMBERFEST, Sept. 18-25 
1978; Two air-conditioned Halls at Kentucky 
Village State Park. Bob Wicker's, Frank Bedell 
Stan Burdick, Betty & Clancy Mueller. Write Sld 
Jobe, Rt. 8 Box 238A, Murray, KY 42071. 
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In the October issue, Mr. Thomas 
Mohney presented a number of interes-
ting and thought-provoking suggestions 
for the advancement of caller education. 
His observations and recommendations 
were particularly significant to us, 
because in July of last year we 
embarked on a new venture — our first 
Callers School. Quite naturally then, we 
are always receptive to other views 
regarding the purpose, function and 
program of any approach to caller 
training. 
The idea of offering a callers school in 
this area developed gradually. We 
ourselves had been fortunate in having 
attended a callers school over a period 
of several years, and indeed it was one 
of the highlights of each summer. For 
those of us who are somewhat geo-
graphically removed from the larger 
centers of square dance activity, the 
opportunity to meet with other callers 
and share in the callers school experi-
ence is equally as important as adding 
to our technical knowledge, experience 
and skills. We returned home renewed 
and refreshed, eager to begin a new 
season. Eventually it became clear to us 
that this was something we wanted to 
share with others in our area who had 
been unable to attend any of the 
well-known callers schools. There were 
also several people who had shown an 
interest in learning to call. One answer 
which suggested itself was to offer a 
week-long school locally, and invited 
them to participate. After much soul- 
searching and discussion, we decided 
this would be one way in which we could 
share our own knowledge and philoso-
phy, while at the same time giving those.  
who had not previously attended a 
callers school the opportunity to work 
together for professional imporvement. 
It proved to be a stimulating week for 
us all. From beginning to end, the 
dominant mood and atmosphere was 
one of cooperation, empathy and 
encouragement. There was an under-
current of excitement as we enjoyed 
being together and working toward a 
common goal. Everyone was eager to 
learn, willing to try anything and 
everything, and always supportive to 
one another. Perhaps the unqualified 
success of this first small step is due to 
the fact that among the callers 
attending, the differences in experience 
were in good balance. Those who had 
been in the activity somewhat longer 
could still remember, and sympathize 
with, the first difficult hurdles a newer 
caller must face. All were genuinely 
generous in their encouragement, 
which fostered a feeling of determina-
tion and self-confidence. In this climate, 
productivity and progress flourished. 
Our program throughout the week 
followed the fourteen categories out-
lined in the document approved by 
Callerlab for caller coaches. In each 
instance, the scheduled workshops, 
clinics, and discussions were realistical-
ly approached to be meaningful to those 
attending. It is, as Mr. Mohney so 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL 
• In Business since 1949 at same location. 
• Same day service on most orders. 
• Catalog upon request. 
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest. 
• Quantity purchase discounts. 
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • (6021 279-5521 
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wisely suggested, a matter of meeting 
each student's needs on a totally 
individual basis. 
Our own first experience 	in this 
exciting and challenging aspect of the 
square dance activity, together with the 
evaluations submitted by those who 
attended our school, have led us to 
several conclusions: 
— Every active caller should recognize 
his own responsibility to share know-
ledge to whatever degree he is able, 
with others who are less experienced. In 
order to do this most effectively, he 
must determine his own capabilities and 
limitations so that his efforts are helpful 
to those he assists and satisfying to 
him. 
— There appears to be an obvious need 
in the field of caller training for clinics, 
schools and colleges which specialize in 
a program geared to the needs, 
interests, and ability of beginning or 
less-experienced callers. At all levels, 
there are those who can help or be 
helped. 
— All aspects of the Callerlab curri-
culum guide should be included and 
modified to whatever extent is neces-
sary in order that the newer caller can 
see himself as part of the total activity, 
be able to relate to it, and make his own 
contribution as his experience and 
ability will allow at any given time. 
— Before an aspiring caller makes the 
final decision to become a member of 
the calling profression, and is consider-
ing attendance at a callers school, he 
should be given access to records, 
and reference material by an active 
caller in his own area. He should be 
made aware of the responsibilities he 
will accept in his new role as a caller and 
leader in the square dance activity. This 
may eliminate many of the "failures" 
and "disasters" to which Mr. Mohney 
refers. Perhaps the key to a successful 
callers school experience for both the 
instructors and students is a flexible 
attitude. 
— Following the callers school, oppor-
tunities for further local training on a 
regular basis should be made available 
in the form of clinics, workshops, callers 
jamborees. For the new callers who are 
not presently calling for clubs, possibly 
an experienced caller could organize a 
new group for teens or senior citizens, 
depending on the need for such a 
program. This would present an oppor-
tunity for the newer callers to gain 
practical experience in teaching, calling 
and leadership under the direction and 
guidance of a senior caller. Too often, it 
seems, we refer to the apprentice 
system on a one-to-one basis, .when it 
fact it can be more broad in scope. With 
adequate supervision, two or more 
callers could share in the teaching of a 
new class. 
At this time, we would be remiss 
indeed if we neglected this opportunity 
to publicly thank the many callers who 
encouraged us by their interest and 
support of a local callers school. And, of 
course, the grand group who made our 
first school their first! Without them, 
none of this would ever have been more 
than a dream. Their frank evaluation of 
the program, and its value to them, has 
helped us determine our future course 
of action. It is important to note that 
each evaluation shared at least one 
thing in common: all said they would 
have been unable or reluctant to attend 
one of the nationally advertised schools, 
but that now, with a successful 
Continued on Page 81 
HI 
HAT 
Old Standard Tune — New Dance 
MARIANNE 
Called by Tommy Cavanagh 
HI-Hat 456 
New Hoedowns Played by Jack Carter 
CHINA BOY/SHADY HILL 
HI-Hat 630 Tommy Cavanagh 
Records 
	
MUSIC BY THE NEW DEL KACHER BAND 
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Tips 
Guest Columnist: Bob Johnson 
From FOOTNOTES, Washington State 
The "food for thought" we offer is 
this. Are we expending too much effort 
recruiting •class members and not 
enough effort trying to recruit future 
square dancers? Are we playing the 
numbers game and working for quantity 
instead of quality? 
We consistently hear of how many 
couples and/or singles are in a class. 
We hear of so many that graduate. 
Perhaps this is where we need to take 
inventory. Are we graduating class 
members or are we graduating square 
dancers? 
Let's review our recruiting tech-
niques. What do we sell when present-
ing our hobby to a prospect? Are we 
honest enough to determine if he or she 
will be content to dress like a square 
dancers, if he or she desires a hobby 
that really needs to be enjoyed 
frequently to be comfortably enjoyed at 
all? Do we proudly display the ethics 
and standards we like to maintain in the 
square dance movement? 
The past few years we have observed 
too many classes in which the main 
objective was to teach the movement, 
but the theme of the environment 
seemed to be "don't educate them in 
the importance we place on manners, 
dress, and what the movement is really 
like, or you might discourage them." If 
knowing what it is all about and what is 
in store for them discourages them, we 
are prostituting our grand hobby to 
exercise the teacher and the class. If the 
new student dancers do not want to 
share our kind of fun and do not desire 
to share our customs and our traditions, 
they do not want square dancing, and 
no amount of chasing them, begging 
them will ever make them square 
dancers. 
This year let's tell it like it is. Let's be 
honest with ourselves and the new class 
members — let's be honest about our 
hobby. The people who keep square 
dancing the great hobby it is are those 
who participate, not those who drop in 
and out a few times a year. 
How many went through our classes 
doesn't put any feathers in our caps. 
We can self-evaluate our effectiveness 
by reviewing such facts as: How many 
former class members are dancing? 
How many joined the movement 
actively and really desired to become 
involved? How many of us can 
remember explaining the complete 
picture often enough to tell the whole 
truth? In other words, how many who 
did not go on after graduation should 
not have been expected to become 
involved? 
As food for thought in this area of 
consideration, give some attention to 
the possibility of showing new dancers 
the courtesy to dance the figures as they 
have been taught in class. At the 
majority of our events, we know who the 
new dancers are, but even if we do not 
know when the square starts, it is easy 
to tell how we should dance. As soon as 
we recognize the fact that other dancers 
in the square prefer to perform figures 
as they were taught, we should make 
that our rule for the remainder of the 
tip. Many of the experienced dancers 
we meet would appreciate this same 
courtesy. 
Your callers and teachers have 
labored arduously, as have the dancers 
themselves, to complete a class know-
ing how figures should be danced. 
Having experienced dancers confuse 
the graduates with a series of strange 
maneuvers while they are trying to 
promenade, swing, do-sa-do, courtesy 
turn and grand right and left cannot 
make the new dancer comfortable, nor 
can it help them gain confidence. 
We are sure you will all think of many 
other items to consider to make new 
dancers feel at home in our activities, 
and we need to practice them all. 
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DARE TO BE 
DIFFERENT 
by Mac Parker 
From "Mike And Monitor," 
Washington, D.C. 
When a caller starts a tip by having the 
head (or side) couples square thru, he 
will almost invariably follow that with a 
do-sa-do to a wave or swing thru or right 
and left turn. The swing thru usually 
leads to boys run right; the do-sa-do to a 
wave 'is frequently the setup for a spin 
chain thru or spin chain the gears and 
the right and left thru is usually 
followed by dive thru. These are 
"habit" routines that the caller has 
fallen into. This is not to say that they 
are bad but sometimes they can be 
overworked without the caller realizing 
it. 
Why not try something different for a 
change? After the initial square thru, 
call a square thru three-quarters. This 
will give you a trade by formation out of 
which you can do a trade by or a 
clover-floor a partner trade or a partner 
tag or a partner hinge. Any one of the 
first three will restore the eight chain 
thru formation. Then if you repeat the 
square thru three-quarters and which-
ever of the three movements you used 
the first time, you will have big fat 
"zero", i.e., the dancers will be right 
back where they were when they 
finished the original square thru. 
If you use the partner tag after the 
initial square thru, you will put the 
dancers in back-to-back lines of four. 
The men are out of sequence and have 
ladies on their left. You can "zero" this 
quickly by having the dancers bend the 
line, pass thru, ends fold. The men are 
in sequence and every man is looking at 
his original corner. 
The partner hinge used after the initial 
square thru will set up an eight hand 
wave (tidal wave). If you want a quick 
"zero" you can have the boys run and 
bend the line. This will give you the 
original eight chain thru formation with 
every man looking at his corner. Both in 
the case of partner tag and partner  
hinge you should preface the command 
with "everybody" to let the inactive 
sides know that they are now in the act. 
The more adventurous caller might 
like to use turn thru instead of square 
thru three-quarters. This too will give 
you a trade by formation but the men 
now have their ladies on their left. 
Having done this if you are frightened 
by your temerity, you can quickly 
restore things to normal by having the 
dancers to a trade by and then repeat 
the turn thru and trade by. As a matter 
of fact, you could get ann instant return 
to normal by having everybody do a 
U-turn back after the turn thru. 
However, if the spirit of adventure is 
upon you, you could have just the men 
U-turn back (after the turn thru) and 
you would have a nice column setup out 
of which you could do coordinate or 
transfer the column. Coordinate would 
give you two-faced lines with the men 
out of sequence and each with his 
original partner. You could bend the 
line and crosstrail to a left allemande. 
Transfer the column would give you 
parallel man-man-girl-girl waves. A 
swing thru-boys run would give you 
facing lines of four with the men in 
sequence and each with his original 
corner for a partner. Any of a dozen 
corner "getouts" could be used to get 
to a left allemande. 
There are, of course, many other 
things you can do from the eight chain 
thru formation that results when the 
heads (or sides) do the initial square 
thru. A curlique would give you parallel 
waves; a curlique and walk and dodge 
would give you back to back lines of 
four; Centers in-cast off three-quarters 
ends fold will give you a double pass 
thru configuration. Surprise your danc-
ers sometimes by doing something 
different. 
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KEEP "EM DANCING 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
 
Average Club Hash & Breaks 
Interesting choreography arrangements 
using no more than the 75 Extended 
Basics plus 10. 
 
 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line 
Partner trade and roll, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, tag the line 
Partner trade and roll, pass thru 
Tag the line, partner trade and roll 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers turn thru. left allemande 
Heads half square thru, curlique 
Centers trade, eight circulate 
Swing thru, boys run, pass thru 
Half tag trade and roll, swing thru 
Boys trade, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, star thru 
Partner trade, star thru, left allemande. 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
Swing thru, girls trade, tag the line in 
Centers flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Ends star thru, trade by, left allemande. 
Heads roll away, square thru four 
Swing thru, girls trade, 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
Tag the line, peel off, star thru 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys trade, girls fold, peel off 
Wheel and deal, swing thru 
Boys trade, girls fold, peel off 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys trade. girls fold, peel off 
Pass thru, trade by, swing thru 
Boys trade. girls circulate, girls fold 
Peel off, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Eight circulate, girls fold, peel off 
Wheel and deal, 
Left allemande....  
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys circulate, girls fold, peel off 
Girls circulate, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Girls fold, peel off, wheel and deal 
Star thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Spin the top, girls fold, peel off 
Wheel and deal, ocean wave, recycle 
Sweep a quarter, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, curlIque 
Ends fold, peel off, centers trade 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal 
Curlique, boys fold, peel off 
Boys cross run, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run once and a half 
Girls tag (ocean wave), swing thru 
Centers run once and a half, others tag 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four to ocean wave 
Boys run once and a half, girls tag 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Girls run once and a half, boys tag 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Swing thru, right and left thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four to ocean wave 
Girls run once and a half, boys tag 
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers curlique, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
'Swing thru, boys run once and a half 
Girls trade and roll, star thru 
Left allemande 	 
OR. Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
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Pass thru, trade by, repeat ' to 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Girls run once and a half 
Boys trade and roll (right hand wave) 
Split circulate, boys run 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Girls run once and a half, boys trade 
And roll, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, ocean wave 
Swing thru, boys run once and a half 
Girls trade and roll, boys run 
Star thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Boys run once and a half, 
Girls trade and roll (right hand wave) 
Scootback. centers run once and a half 
Others trade and roll 
(Star thru, square thru three-quarters 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
OR, Star thru, ocean wave' 
Repeat from * to • 
Left allemande 	 
From the PULSE POLL: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ocean wave, relay the shadow 
Boys run, bend the line 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, ocean wave 
Relay the shadow, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Veer left, crosswalk, circulate 
Boys run, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, circle half 
To a two-faced line, crosswalk 
Coordinate, bend the line, 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, circle half 
To a two-faced line, crosswalk 
Circulate, boys run, star thru 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
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by Bob Howell 
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MISTY 
Record: "Misty," Barnaby #8614 
Formation: Solo, no partners needed. 
In northern Ohio, fog is prevalent on many a February morning and can cause 
things to become "misty." Here is a solo dance, created by Claudia Searles, 
president of the Hampden Junior Promenaders, and submitted by caller Bob 
Howard of West Springfield, Massachusetts. 
Wait on intro until singing begins. 
Counts 
1-4 Vine to the right and pivot — Step right on right foot. Step left on left foot 
behind right, step right again on right foot and while keeping the left foot 
suspended, pivot to the right 180° on that right toe (fourth count). 
5-8 Vine to the left and touch — Still moving across the hall in the same direction 
but facing reverse, step left on left foot, right behind left, left again on left foot 
and touch the right toe beside the left instep. 
9-16 Vine to the right and pivot, vine to the left and touch — Repeat the previous 
8 steps moving back toward original starting point. 
17-20Back up three steps and touch — Step back on the right, back again on left, 
back again on right, touch the left toe to right instep. 
21-24Walk forward three steps and turn 1/4 left — Step forward on left t foot, forward 
again on right foot, forward again on left, pivot 1/4 to left on left foot (24th 
count). 
Start routine over with the vine to the right while facing a new wall. 
It was in April that the Battle of Lexington took place along with Paul Revere's 
famous ride. February being a "patriotic" month, here's a dance written by Jack & 
Helen Todd of Lexington, Kentucky. 
THE LEXINGTON 
Record: Grenn 12024, "Sherbrooke" 
Position: 8 couples, one couple behind the other, facing the caller. Couple nearest 
caller is couple no. 1, others are numbered consecutively toward the far end. 
MEASURES: 
1-2 Couples 1 and 2 circle four 
Couples 1 and 2 face partners, join 8 hands, circle 8 steps to left. 
3-4 	Circle right 
5-6 Right hand star (same couples) 
7-8 Left hand back 
9-10 California twirl, down the center 
Couple 1 only California twirl and walk between the rows toward end of line. 
11-12 California twirl, come back up (to original position) 
13-14 Lines cloverleaf (Man No. 1 turns left around outside of men's line, woman 
turns right around her line, lead lines to bottom of set. 
15-16 Couple 1 arch, others duck under (Couple 1 meets, makes a single arch with 
both hands, other 7 couples meet, duck under the arch and walk up to face 
caller. 
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February also being the month of sweethearts, here is a simple 64-count break set 
to the tune "Love.'' This break was computerized at a "Building Blocks of Square 
Dancing" session at Cleveland Callers Association. 
Ay re Record: "Love," Grenn 12117 
Break: 
Join your hands and circle left around you roam 
All the way around you go until you get back home 
Head two will star thru, square thru 3/4 do 
When you meet the outside two, you do-sa-do and when you're through 
Star thru and ladies roll a half sashay 
Left allemande new corner girl, come back and promenade 
Promenade go all the way around the square and hear me say 
Love was meant for me and you. 
Here is a gem that is truly a "heritage" dance. Ralph Page of Keene, New 
Hampshire, researched this New England contra, which comes from "A New 
Collection of Country Dances" for the year 1799 by John Burbank, printed at 
Brookfield, Massachusetts in 1799. It is elegant in its simplicity. The music played 
by Dudley Laufman and the Canterbury Orchestra will haunt you. lam sure this will 
survive another 175 years. 
THE MARKET LASS 
Formation: 1,4,7, etc., couples active but not crossed over. 
Record'; LS 1008 "Glenn Towle" 
Counts: 
1-8 Actives down the outside below two couples — Actives turn out and go down 
outside of set below two couples and head towards the center. 
9-16 Cross over passing left shoulders up the outside past one couples — Actives 
cross the set passing left shoulders and come up the outside of set passing 
one couples and head towards the center. 
17-24 Forward six and back — Actives join hands with person on each side and 
dance forward four and back four steps. 
25-32 Actives give right hand hands to partner and turn 3/4 around— Actives join 
right hands, remaining fairly apart, and turn 3/4 so that active man is facing 
down and active lady is facing up the set. 
33-40 Forward six and back — As in 17-24 with dance action up and down the set. 
41-48 Right hand to partner and turn 3/4 around— As in 25-32, except that actives 
end in original lines, down one position from where they started. Progression 
has been made. 
49-56 With the couple above, right and left thru— Man-with-man and lady-with- 
lady right and left thru. (In this form, the action is similar to that of "pass 
thru, then wheel as a couple" and no hands are used.) 
57-64 Right and left thru back 
To prompt this dance: 
Intro — — — 	Actives roll out and down the outside 
1-8 	— — — — Below two couples and cross the set 
9-16 — Pass one take both couples forward six and back 
17-24 — — — — Right hand to partner turn three-quarters 
25-32 	  Forward six and back 
33-40 — — — — Right hand to partner turn three-quarters 
41-48 — — — — With the couple above right and left thru 




Square dancing star 
Eight of us werekda 
We took lessons and If 
To further our knowle 
After a while, my brillian 
There was nothing that I 
I began to notice the stru 
On the faces of friends, I 
I knew my dancing was ever 
So I danced around with my 
When I missed a call I gave n 
I knew the caller; it was he v 
Look at the new folks jus 
Why should I help them -
With my fancy clothes I'm 6 
The greatest of dancers — ju 
We used to dance with Betty and 
Now I'm a star, they dance too sic 
Our other friends were Mary and Ted 
They used to dance fast, now they se 
Look at those couples out on the floor—
Can't dance with them, they're such a br 
Why do they all shy away so far, 
Don't they know I'm a dancing star? 
When I first danced, folks were so nice, 
Now their friendship's turned to ice. 
Whenever the set would stumble and goof, 
It wasn't my fault, my conscience was proof. 
My dancing ability would never err or mar — 
Remember that I'm a dancing star. 
Sometimes our set would miss a call, 
Standing still would make us sad, 
But being perfect and a star, 
I always said, "The acoustics're bad. 
I look for my friends and wonder where they are—
I look at myself, "Am I really such a star?" 
THE 
VCING STAR 
ing started out as fun— 
itere(dancing as one. 
s and lessons galore; 
knowledge, we sought still more. 
brilliancy showed — 
that I didn't know. 
he struggle and strain 
ands, I forget their names. 
as ever so fair 
rith my nose in the air. 
gave not a care, 
ias he who erred. 
)Iks just waiting to begin 
them — they just stand and grin. 
is I'm bound to be 
rs — just watch and you'll see. 
y and Joe; 
too slow. 
nd Ted; 
they seem dead. 
floor — 
ich a bore. 
by John Earl Summers 
Parkersburg, West Virginia 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE 
C 
HIGH FREQUENCY DANCER .....k 
Iis
& ADVANCED PROGRAM 
ADVOCATE 
by Jim Kassel 
What Are They Dancing? 
Recently we have had an influx of 
letters asking about a good solid 
advanced and easy-challenge level of 
dancing. Since this magazine reaches 
thousands of dancers both by direct 
subscription and by passing it on, I 
know of no better source of reliable 
information along this line than what we 
have been saying recently and in the 
lists of calls printed and to be printed in 
these pages. The lists represent the 
solid, combined thinking of our best 
leadership in these areas of dancing. 
You can get some wonderful dancing 
and a solid foundation for advanced and 
challenge by adhering closely to the 
Basic Challenge List of calls printed by 
this magazine and available by writing 
to me at any time. This list will be 
standard for the next two years. 
Summer Week Vacations 
There are many advanced and chal-
lenge weekends throughout the year, 
but for those who wish to dance for a 
week in the summer, there are the 
following choices: 
Cherry Ridge Campground near 
Scranton, Pennsylvania in the Pocono 
Mountains begins a 10-day challenge 
event the fourth weekend in July with 
Norm Poisson, and continues through 
the following week with Ross Howell, 
Keith Gulley and Lee Kopman. Each 
caller calls two and a half days. The 
level ranges from high-advanced to 
easy-challenge, with special advanced-
challenge segments. 
Dancers have the option of attending 
the full ten days or for any combination 
of callers they wish. Those who do not 
camp can stay in cabins or rooms on the 
campground or in nearby motels. 
Indian Brave Campground near Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania has a five-day  
advanced session from July 14-18. 
Dewey Berry calls from Wednesday 
thru Friday noon and Ed Foote calls 
from Friday night thru Sunday noon. 
The level is advanced, with special 
challenge tips. 
Indian Brave will also have a Labor 
Day Weekend, running from Friday, 
Sept. 3 through Monday noon, Sept. 6. 
Callers will be Keith Gulley, Jack Lasry, 
and Ed Foote. There will be two halls, 
one advanced level, and one easy 
challenge level with special higher level 
tips programmed for each. 
Non-camping dancers stay in nearby 
motels. 
Rainbow Lake Lodge, Brevard, North 
Carolina, will feature Ed Foote and 
Ralph Pavlik for a week of combined 
calling at this beautiful resort south of 
Asheville. The week begins Sunday, 
August 8 and runs through the 
following Friday. Dancers stay in 
well-furnished cabins, but also have the 
option of bringing trailers or staying at 
area motels when the cabins are filled. 
Meals are served family-style in the 
lodge. 
The level is relaxed advanced with 
considerable workshop. Dancers from 
nine states and Canada attended in 
1975. 
Rainbow Lake Lodge has weekly 
square dance vacations throughout the 
summer, but this is the only week at an 
advanced level. 
Scott's Oquaga Lake House is a 
beautiful resort in southeastern New 
York that features Dewey Berry and 
Keith Gulley from August 22-28. 
Dancers are pampered with luxurious 
accommodations and meals, and the 
calling is high advanced to easy 
challenge with special advanced chal-
lenge tips. 
Scott's has square dancing throughout 
the summer, but this is the only 
advanced week. 
San Antonio, Texas 
Interest in advanced dancing is 
booming, thanks to the outstanding 
efforts of leaders Raleigh and Era Mae 
Wieand. Running tape workshops six 
times a week for groups at various 
levels, the Wieands have a well-orga-
nized program which lets dancers move 
along at their own pace. 
Traveling challenge callers are 
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Worms, which is the name of the overall 
group. Approximately every two 
months there is a full weekend of 
dancing with one of these callers. Most 
of the callers live over 1500 miles away, 
yet the Wieands have organized the 
finances of the group in such a way that 
the cost for each dancer to have these 
callers come in is quite small. 
In addition, the Wieands have pro-
moted two ''Introduction to Advanced 
Dancing" sessions with traveling call-
ers which were open to all dancers in 
the area and were very successful. 
The Wieands have gone overboard in 
their efforts to have a growing program 
and they have succeeded. We commend 
them for their hard work. 
CORRECTION: Several calls were 
omitted from the list of Challenge 
Dancing's Basic Calls published in the 
January issue. Here are the additions: 
Tag the line variations: 
1/4 , 1/2 , 3/4 tag 
Tag back to ocean wave 
Extend the tag 
Trade the wave 
Trail off 
Transfer the column 
Split transfer 
Transfer (and anything) 
Turn and deal 
Twist the line 
Vertical tag 
Weave (added after any call) 
Wheel and (anything) 
Wheel and spread 
Wheel thru/Left wheel thru 
Zig-zag/Zag-zig  
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TURN THRU could probably be 
part of the beginners learning ba-
sics since it is much more com-
fortable to execute than a box the gnat 
and pull by. The latter combination 
is a good hair-musser-upper for the tall 
ladies and short men participants 
anyway. Most apparent, however, is the 
versatility of the turn thru. It does not 
require facing the opposite sex to start 
the movement. Any dancer facing 
another can walk forward and right-
forearm turn them, pulling by to end 
back to back. The movement seems so 
easy that the teacher tends to pass over it 
too lightly in his explanation. The "pull 
by" (as in a square thru) is not done 
that easily by many dancers. They tend 
to hang on too long, thus turning their 
body flow a bit more than the required 
180° turn about. The results sometimes 
cause problems for the next command 
to be executed properly, if at all. 
Another version of turn thru is 
sometimes overlooked. When no hands 
are joined (standing in front of  
apposite), the rule is that right hands 
ire used. When hands are already 
oined as in an ocean wave (either left or 
right-hand ocean wave), the inside 
joined hands determine the turn thru. 
(Example: Dixie style to ocean wave, 
left swing thru and turn thru...) In this 
case, the turn thru would be executed 
with left hands. At this point, nobody is 
going to stop and change hands to use 
the right hand for the turn thru just to 
make it follow the "facing" rule. 
However, most callers will help the 
dancer by directionally calling left turn 
thru if there seems to be any doubt. 
(Example: From a double pass thru 
set-up, Centers turn thru, left turn thru 
the outside two, turn thru in the middle, 
all-eight cloverleaf....) In this case, the 
dancers might have been inclined not to 
alternate hands so the command leaves 
no doubt about how to do it. 
Once again, stress these vital points 
of a precise turn thru: (1) Movement 
starts when shoulder to shoulder, (2) a 
complete 180° arm swing to reverse 
facing direction is used, (3) A "pull by" 
or drop hands and step straight forward 
will bring you back to back with the 
person you were originally facing. From 
this point, the next command can then 
be executed with ease because nobody 
is facing in the wrong position causing 
doubt or a choice of partnership. 
From a choreographical viewpoint, 
the turn thru is the quickest way to set 
up a half-sashayed position without 
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changing sequence. From two couples 
facing each other, a turn thru plus 
partner trade will half-sashay the 
couples. The same theory can then be 
carried into lines and eight-chain-thru 
set-ups. 
Using TURN THRU FROM TWO COU-
PLES FACING: 
Lead to the right equivalents: 
Spin the top and turn thru 	 
Box the gnat, spin the top, turn thru 
U-turn back and pass thru 	 
Square thru equivalents: 
Turn thru, face partner, left turn thru 
(Sometimes called Turn and Que).. 
Spin the top, centers trade, turn thru... 
Box the gnat, spin the top 
Swing thru and turn thru 	 
Hall Sashay equivalents: 
Turn thru, partner trade 	 
Two ladies chain, swing thru 
Turn thru, U-turn back 	 
Pass Thru equivalents: 
Box the gnat, turn thru 	 
Swing thru, centers trade, turn thru 	 
Right and left thru, rollaway, turn thru  
Right and Left Thru equivalents: 
Box the gnat, turn thru, partner trade 	 
Box the gnat, swing thru, ends trade 
Turn thru, U-turn back 	 
Two Ladies Chain equivalents: 
Swing thru, turn thru, partner trade.... 
Box the gnat, swing thru, turn thru 
U-turn back 	 
Star Thru equivalents: 
Turn thru, face partner, left turn thru 
New partner trade 	 
Spin the top, centers trade, turn thru 
Partner trade 	 
Use any square thru equivalent plus a 
partner trade 	 
Zero: 
Box the gnat, swing thru,centers trade 
Turn thru, U-turn back 	 
The above equivalents have been 
used very little in the past but only 
through neglect. Most dancers have 
been doing a turn thru only after a 
swing thru to a left allemande, or a spin 
the top and turn thru to circle four. Any 
other following command throws the 
average floor into a panic. 
TURN THRU FIGURES 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Spin the top, turn thru, trade by 
Star thru, spin the top, turn thru 
Trade by, star thru, right and left thru 
Slide thru, eight chain three 
Left allemande 	 
Head couples turn thru and cloverleaf 
Sides turn thru and slide thru 
Wheel and deal, substitute 
Double pass thru, promenade left 
Two by two 
All four couples wheel around, 
Backtrack, lady on your left, 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru and turn thru 
Trade by, star thru, lines pass thru 
Wheel and deal, in the middle 
Swing thru, centers trade, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru three hands, turn thru 
Clover and spin the top, turn thru 
Slide thru, wheel and deal, 
Centers swing thru and turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Head couples spin the top 
Centers trade and turn thru 
Partner trade and pass thru 
Spin chain thru, ends circulate double 
Turn thru, trade by, spin chain thru 
Ends circulate double, turn thru 
Trade by, pass to the center 
Square thru three-quarters to 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, 
Double pass thru, peel off, turn thru 
Cast off three-quarters, 
Center two right and left thru 
All turn thru, wheel and deal 
Substitute, girls turn thru, star thru 
Wheel and deal, star thru 
Crosstrail thru to left allemande 	 
Head couples right and left thru 
Ladies lead Dixie style to ocean wave 
Balance, left swing thru, turn thru 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Swing thru and turn thru 
Clover and square thru four hands 
Flutter wheel, left allemande 	 
Promenade, head couples wheel around 
Dixie style to ocean wave, balance 
Left swing thru, turn thru 
Centers turn thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters around 
Turn thru, cast off three-quarters 
Turn thru, crosstrail thru to corner 




How do we develop smooth square 
dancers? 
ED. NOTE: One of the ingredients for 
comfortable dancing is smoothness of 
execution. This can be spotted in your 
dancers while you are calling to them. 
Better yet, take the time to sit out a tip 
of dancing somewhere and watch a 
dancing floor. This is a good opportuni-
ty to note some types of roughness that 
are creeping into the square dance 
picture. Perhaps something that you 
take for granted as a leader is not known 
or being practiced by the dancers. 
Watch floor reaction in general to 
certain "new basics," the awkwardness 
or satisfaction experienced by the 
dancers to this type of choreography, 
some of the flowing complementary 
moves into and out of certain set-ups. 
This smoothness of execution is 
impossible when dancing to clipped 
timing or to a tempo of 160. In order to 
keep anywhere near the commands, 
dancers have to fudge or short-cut to be 
in position for the next command. 
Obviously, when each becomes in a 
hurry to execute, tugging and pulling 
around becomes prevalent and rough-
ness develops. This is a sure way to 
encourage chain thrus without courtesy 
turns, pair-offs in place of square thru, 
right and left grands on eight-chain-
thrus, no promenades or swings. In 
fact, this is the way to shift from square 
dancing to close-order military drills. 
Smoothness is developed by experi-
enced dancers over a period of time, but 
this time can be shortened if the teacher 
makes the extra effort needed in the 
learning process. Do not only explain 
the basic maneuver so that it is clearly 
understood by everyone, but demon-
strate either personally or with "guinea 
pigs," both the right way and the wrong 
(rough) way. Show the right way twice. 
This should apply not only to classes but 
to any new maneuver that comes into 
the square dance picture. Bad habits 
creep into our square dancing because 
somebody starts them and others pick 
them up as being "cute." Soon, they 
become "the thing to do" in that 
particular area. It only takes one couple 
doing something different at a square 
dance institute, for example, to spread 
it to others, who bring it home to infest 
an entire area. And this is so 
repetitious! Something that we experi-
enced six or seven years ago that turned 
out to be rough on the ladies is suddenly 
seen on today's floor as being "differ-
ent." 
It's up to the club callers and teachers 
to exert their leadership and show why 
it came and went once before — unless, 
of course, they don't know the 
difference themselves! Certainly the 
caller whose dancers stand out in a crowd 
as the roughest ones on the floor must 
feel some sort of twinge of guilt. Then 
again, maybe that's the way he dances 
and knows no better, or perhaps he just 
doesn't care as long as the few paltry 
dollars keep coming his way. He'd 
better be quite sure that he has large 
beginner classes coming up all the time 
in this case, because they'll run out of 
the picture at the other end in short 
order. 
DRIFT AROUND 
BY Al Donahue, Auburn, Maine 
From two couples standing back to back 
(i.e. after a pass thru), the right-hand 
person will Zoom while left hand person 
rolls right into the vacated spot. 
Movement ends with facing couples. 
EXAMPLES by Willard Orlich: 
Heads pass thru, DRIFT AROUND 
Square thru four hands, circle four 
Head gents break and line up four 
Pass thru, DRIFT AROUND 
Right and left thru, flutter wheel 
Crosstrail thru to left allemande 	 
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Heads turn thru, DRIFT AROUND 
Star thru, slide thru, turn thru 
DRIFT AROUND, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads couples flutter wheel, pass thru 
DRIFT AROUND, square thru four 
Swing thru, turn thru, DRIFT AROUND 
Pass thru, trade by 
Swing thru, turn thru, DRIFT AROUND 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Slide thru, box the gnat, pass thru 
DRIFT AROUND, turn thru 
Wheel and deal, centers star thru 
Pass thru, DRIFT AROUND, lead right 
Pass thru, partner trade, 
Left allemande 	 
Head couples turn thru, sides star thru 
DRIFT AROUND, star thru, zoom, 
Trade, square thru four hands, 
DRIFT AROUND, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Curlique, checkmate the column 
Bend the line, star thru 
DRIFT AROUND, box the gnat 
Square thru four hands, 
DRIFT AROUND, curlique, 
Checkmate the column, bend the line 
Crosstrail thru, boys star right 
Girls promenade, pass your partner 
Go to the corner, left allemande 	 
:;11FIGUREI 
by Gil T. Crosby, Gainesville, Florida 
Heads half square thru, swing thru 
Girls circulate double, boys run 
Wheel and deal, swing thru 
Spin the top, girls run, fan the top 
Girls U-turn back, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru, swing thru 
Boys run, boys circulate, fan the top 
Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter 
Swing thru, right and left grand 	 
From So. Cal. Callers Assoc. Notes: 
by Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, Fl. 
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Pass thru, single circle half to a wave 
All eight circulate, swing thru 
Recycle, pass thru, trade by 
Half square thru, tag the line in 
Curlique, single file circulate two places 
Boys run right, right and left thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, boys run, swing thru 
Ends circulate, curlique, recycle 
Turn and left thru, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys trade, scoot back 
Recycle, reverse the flutter 
Square thru, partner tag 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Star thru, pass thru, partners half tag 
Trade and roll, step thru, face in 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, outsides in 
Cast off three-quarters, star thru 
Trade by, star thru, pass thru 
Parters half tag, trade and roll 
Slide thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
by Dan Raymond, Lancaster, California 
Sides box the gnat, slide thru 
All half sashay, box the gnat 
Dive thru, do-sa-do, spin the top 
Girls trade, slide thru, pass thru 
California twirl, dive thru, 
Roll a half sashay, curlique, boys run 
Left half square thru, left allemande 
Heads curlique, boys run, do-sa-do 
To an ocean wave, boys run 
Bend the line, slide thru, dive thru 
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave, boys trade 
Swing thru, turn thru, star thru 
Slide thru, pass to the center, 
Face partner, box the gnat 
Two ladies chain, curlique, 
Walk and dodge, left allemande 	 
by Art Daniels, Los Angeles, Calif 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru 
Right and left thru, veer left 
To a two-faced line, ferris wheel 
Centers sweep a quarter, spin the top 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
Sides flutter wheel, half square thru 
Curlique, centers trade, centers run 
Ferris wheel, outsides in 
Lines pass thru, tag the line left 
Ferris wheel, double pass thru 
First go right, next go left 
Crosstrail, left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain, heads star thru 
Double pass thru, peel off 
Boys trade, ferris wheel 
Four girls turn thru, star thru 
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Ferris wheel, zoom 
Square thru three-quarters, 
Corner swing, promenade 	 
Sides lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left ttiru, rollaway 
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line 
Box the gnat, right and left thru 
Slide thru, left allemande 	 
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida 
Heads square thru four hands 
Spin chain thru, girls circulate once 
Boys run, bend the line, pass thru 
Bend the line, slide thru, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys trade, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Star thru, do-sa-do to a wave 
Boys circulate, swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal 
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, spin the top, curlique 
Eight circulate, boys run 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Spin the top to an eight-hand wave 
Grand swing thru, right and left thru 
Pass thru, bend the line, slide thru 
Swing thru, box the gnat 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, spin the top 
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line 
Lady go left, gent go right 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, 
Cast off three-quarters, 
Centers swing thru, box the gnat 
Centers square thru four, 
Ends slide thru, do-sa-do to a wave 
Girls run, bend the line, left allemande 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, girls circulate 
Boys trade, spin chain thru 
Boys circulate one spot, box the gnat 
Grand right and left 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Right and left thru, Dixie style to wave 
Boys trade, left swing thru 
Girls cross run, girls circulate 
Boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal 
Dive thru, pass thru, left allemande 	 
From So. Cal. Callers Assoc. Notes: 
by Don Schadt, Tarzana, California 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line right 
Ferris wheel, curlique, box circulate 
Scoot back, boys run, left allemande 	 
Sides square thru, swing thru, boys run 
Ferris wheel, insides California twirl 
Right and left thru, pass to the center 
Pass thru, veer left to a two-faced line 
Ferris wheel, pass thru, pass to center 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, veer left 
To a two-faced line, couples circulate 
Ferris wheel, double pass thru 
Peel off, bend the line, star thru 
Flutter wheel, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Sides square thru, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys run, 
Tag the line right, ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, right and left grand.. 
Heads pass thru, round one to a line 
Curlique, transfer the column, boys run 
Half square thru, trade by, 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru three-quarters 
Round one to a line, curlique, 
Transfer the column, curlique, 
Face this girl, left allemande 	 
Sides square thru, flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter, curlique 
Transfer the column, centers circulate 
Boys run, bend the line, flutter wheel 
Crosstrail thru to left allemande 	 
Sides lead right circle to a line 
Right and left thru, rollaway 
Curlique, transfer the column 
Tag the line in, pass thru, 
Wheel and deal, boys pass thru 
Star thru, wheel and deal, star thru 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
by John Strong, Salinas, California 
Heads curlique, walk and dodge 
Swing thru, scoot back 
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by 
Curlique, walk and dodge 
Wheel and deal, double pass thru 
Peel off, star thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, star thru, 
Curlique, walk and dodge, cloverleaf 
Square thru three-quarters, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
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Four ladies chain, heads right 
Circle to a line, flutter wheel 
Two ladies chain, star thru, curlique 
Scoot back, boys run, pass thru 
Tag the line, peel off, right and left thru 
Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, 
Pass thru, trade by, star thru 
Pass thru, partner tag, left allemande... 
Heads flutter wheel, star thru 
Pass thru, swing thru, scoot back 
Right and left thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge, partner trade 
Flutter wheel and sweep a quarter 
Pass thru, trade by, swing thru 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
Heads slide thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge, partner trade 
Pass thru, cloverleaf, double pass thru 
Centers in and cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, swing thru, boys run 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge, tag the line out 
Bend the line, crosstrail, left allemande 
Heads curlique, walk and dodge 
Curlique, scoot back, boys run 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, curlique 
Walk and dodge, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru, centers in and 
Cast off three-quarters, star thru 
Square thru three-quarters, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Side ladies chain 
Heads right and left thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge, star thru, curlique 
Single file circulate, boys run 
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by 
Swing thru, spin the top, 
Right and left thru, star thru, 
Swing thru, spin chain thru, girls trade 
Girls circulate twice, girls run 
Tag the line right, wheel and deal 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande.... 
Four ladies chain, heads flutter wheel 
Sides curlique, walk and dodge 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, star thru 
Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Pass thru, trade by, swing thru 
Spin the top, right and left thru 
Star thru, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, heads pass thru 
Cloverleaf, double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, curlique, walk and dodge 
Cloverleaf, zoom, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads curlique, walk and dodge 
Square thru three-quarters, trade by 
Right and left thru, swing thru 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
Heads half sashay, slide thru 
Swing thru, scoot back 
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by 
Curlique, walk and dodge, bend the line 
Star thru, pass thru, trade by 
Right and left thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru, curlique, scoot back 
Boys run, star thru, curlique 
Walk and dodge ;tag the line 
Cloverleaf, box the gnat 
Square thru three-quarters, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters, 
Left allemande 	 
From So. Cal. Callers Assoc. Notes: 
by M.L. Sparks, Clearlake Hghlnds., CA 
Side ladies chain, heads slide thru 
Swing thru, step thru, swing thru 
The outside two, step thru, trade by 
Star thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads right and left thru 
Same two flutter wheel, sweep a quarter 
Pass thru, square thru with outside two 
All turn back, bend the line, star thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain right 
New side ladies chain, heads star thru 
U-turn back, swing thru, ends trade 
Centers trade, girls trade, 
All partner trade, left allemande 	 
Sides swing thru, turn thru 
Separate around one to a line 
Star thru, double pass thru, cloverleaf 
Centers star thru, swing thru 
Turn thru, separate round one to a line 
Star thru, double pass thru, cloverleaf 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Sides slide thru, swing thru 
Turn thru, slide thru, swing thru 
Turn and left thru, swing thru 
Spin the top, step thru, left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain right 
New side ladies chain across 
Heads flutter wheel, 
Same two spin the top, turn thru 
Slide thru, flutter wheel, spin the top 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Four ladies chain across 
Heads square thru, swing thru 
The outside two, boys trade, boys run 
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DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE 
CR 102 	 "Dub" Hayes 
SONG AND DANCE MAN BUTCH/ CR 103 	Mal Minahall 
LONNIE/LITTLE DIXIE 	PAL MAL  
CT 104 	Hoedowns CR 101 
720 N. Kansas St., Springdale, AR 72764 
PETTICOATS 
Marquisette (heavy 
quality) Made well 
with cotton top to per-
mit change of elastic. 
White and colors. Si-
zes: 16" thru 24". 
50 yd. $19.95; 35 yd. 
$17.95 (Add $1.00 post) 
Send check or money 
order. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Indiana 





6313-15 Rockville Road 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46224 
CALLERS! 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Published Six Times A Year: 
Jan., Mar., May, July, Sept., Nov., 
For the Caller Interested in More Variety 
and Material concerning exclusively the 
Standard Basics 
55.50 per year. 
Make check to: TRENT KEITH 
3510 Denver St., Memphis, TN 38127  
Gems from the past: 
Head ladies chain right, 
New side ladies chain across 
Two and four a right and left thru 
Pass thru around one a line of four 
Forward eight and back, bend the line 
Center four a half square thru 
End two pass thru 
Right and left grand around the land.... 
Four ladies chain a grand chain four 
Two and four right and left thru 
One and three square thru 
Split the side around one, line up four 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, 
Double pass thru, face your partner 
Star thru, centers in, cast off 
Three-quarters round, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, girls pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
One and three ladies chain 
All eight rollaway, heads promenade 
Single file three-quarters round 
Side two square thru three-quarters 
When you come down, find the corner 
Left allemande 	 
Heads circle four one full turn 
No. 1 rip and snort to line of four 
Bend the line and box the gnat 
Square thru five hands, circle four 
One full turn, inside two rip and snort 
To a line of four, pass thru, ends fold 
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Circle left all eight of you 
One full turn until you're home 
No. 1 rip and snort to a big long line 
Bend the big line, bend the little one 
Bend the little bitty line 
Left allemande 	 
Side two ladies chain across, rollaway 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Go right and left grand 	 
ON 
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE magazine 
WORKSHOP features original material sub-
mitted to the editor. Nev./ ideas are presented 
each month. Mail new and creative material 
to Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, Ameri-
can Squaredance Magazine, P.O. Box 788, 




ARE COMING.. . 
BETTER TRAINING EQUALS A 
BETTER FUTURE PROFESSION 
The calling profession, even for the occasional caller, re-
quires much more than it did at one time, involving im-
portant elements of leadership, organization, promotion, 
human relations, recreation techniques, as well as the ob-
vious training items of voice, music, equipment, choreo-
graphy and programming. Thorough training is a MUST 
these days, and callers can get valuable first-hand help 
from the experts in these extensive several-day training 
events: 
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS 
July 25-30: New Callers 
Aug. 8-13: Experienced 
Aug. 22-27: Experienced 
Nov. 14-19: Specialized 
Course 
STAFF: Cal Golden, Stan 
Burdick, Bill Peters, Rev. 
M. J. Tlmbs 
Write: Sharon Golden, Box 
2280, Hot Spgs, AR 71901 
FREMONT, NEBRASKA 
DANCE 0 RAMA 
In operation since 1965 
August 11 through 14, 1976 




Write: DANCE 0 RAMA 
2120 Jaynes St. 
Fremont, NE 68025 
FONTANA VILLAGE 
NORTH CAROLINA 






Write: Fontana Village 






Dates Are Set 
August 18-21 
staff 
Stan Burdick & Others 
Write P.O. Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
In your Area 
Learn To Prompt Contra 
Clinics Tailored to your 
Needs and Desires 






THREE FULL DAYS 
Write Walt Cole, 944 Cha-
telain Rd.,Ogden UT 84403 
SILVER BAY 
NEW YORK 
Lake George Area 
August 2-4, 1976 
Orphie Easson 
Stan Burdick 
Write: American Square- 
dance Magazine, PO Box 
788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 , 
Lloyd Shaw Foundation 
Workshops 
MANHATTAN, KANSAS 
Kansas State University 
June 13-18 
OGDEN, UTAH 






University of Albuquerque 
July 12-16 
FORT COLLINS, COLO. 
Colorado State University 
July 25-30 
BEAVER ISLAND, MICH. 
Central Michigan Univ. 
July 31-Aug. 6 
[Adv. Techniques Offered 
STAFF includes Don Arm-
strong, Cal & Judy Camp-
bell, Mary Jo Bradford, Gib 
& Carla Gilbert, Deane & 
Helen Serena, Bill Litch-
man, Walt Cole, Don & 
Kathy Trummel, Mary K. 
Martin, Doug Johnson, Di-
ane Burton, Enid Cocke, 
Carol Poehlein, Ray Lutz, 
Carole Howard, Pam Bar-
ger, Darlene Ecklund, Nan-
cy Zartman, John & Linda 
Bradford. 
All workshops offer begin-
ner courses for teaching/ 
calling squares, contras & 
rounds along with courses 
for elementary school tea-
chers, advanced techniques 
and special education-
handicapped programs at 
selected locations. 
For brochure, write LLOYD 
SHAW FOUNDATION, 
Educational Mailings Divi-
sion, 1890 Darlee Ct., Lake-
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Silustang anD lightning le 
NEW MUSTANG RELEASES: 
MS 169 I'M A RAMBLING MAN 
by Chuck Bryant 
MS 168 I PROMISE 1."/HEN YOU LEAVE YOU'LL WEAR 
A SMILE by Jack Bishop 
MS 167 THAT SONG IS DRIVING ME CRAZY 
by Nelson Watkins 
MS 166 OLD MAN FROM THE MOUNTAIN 
by Johnny LeClair 
LIGHTNING S RELEASES.' 
LS 5030 TONIGHT SOMEONE'S FALLING IN LOVE 
by Art Springer 
LS 5029 A COUNTRY SONG IS A COUNTRY SONG 
by Jack Cloe 
LS 5028 I WISH I'D LOVED YOU BETTER 
by Art Springer 
LS 5027 3RING BACK THE OLD WALTZES 
by Dewayne Bridges 






(Product Line 	) 
AN AMERICAN HERITAGE 
SQUARE DANCING 
Americans are proud of their heritage. In 1976 Americans are celebrating the 
products of that heritage. Square dancers, likewise. have a heritage and a product 
well worth celebrating. Each one of us should be about the business of reviving, 
reviewing. and revealing the heritage and the product we have to offer the 
non-dancing community. How? Here's one more way. Bumper stickers can become 
AUTO-matic promotional vehicles for you. This style comes from the Cleveland 
Callers Association and is available from this magazine address for $1.00 each, 
postpaid. 
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ACROSS 
1. 	It Is (poet.) 
4. " 	 Silver Sands" 
6. "Heel And Polka " 
7. Yale 
9. 5--- the top 
10. Basic call 
12. Fan the --- 
13. "--- Been A Long Long Time" 
14. Taxi 
16. Tea --- chain 
17. Caller's wage 
18. Church pathway 
20. "--ange Blossom Special" 
21. Go 	 and back 
23. Organization for alcholics (Abbr.) 
24. Elf 
26. "C--- Stop Loving You" 
27. Goof 
28. Polite form of address 
29. Difficult (Abbr.) 
30. 24 hours (Scots.) 
31. Put on one kind of cummerbund 
33. --- back (RID figure) 
34. Abbreviation used in accident cases 
35. --- Rever of the Knotheads 
36. Wide, or a slangy lady 

















1. "All Over --- World" 
2. 1 + 1 = ---- (Roman) 
3. Cooks slowly 
4. Defeated others In a contest 
5. Man's name 
6. Hoedown + singing call = 
8. InterNatIonal Callers In Dancing (Abbr.) 
9. Mom's partner 
10. Male host on a ship or plane 
11. What car needs to go to a dance 
12. U- ---- back (pl.) 
13. Adjective ending 
15. What a PA system sometimes does 
16. Wheel tooth 
17. Enemy 
18. Caller Springer 
19. Needed to hear the caller 
2L -.-.---lo; good listening 
22. "When you I Were Young, Maggie" 
25. Fuel 
27. Have refreshments 
29. " 	 Of My 	" (same word) 
30. Failure (slang) 
32. Corn leaving 
33. "The Cape --- Boys" 
35. Caller Bohn of Kentucky 
37. "Love Me -- Leave Me" 
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,,Good 6°6'. 
	danced.' “EverY°ne  
"Good refreshments." 
I  feet welcome.  
4. 40 
The caller is considerate.'' 















A SPECIAL KIND OF "CHAIN REACTION"---- 












18th AUSTRALIAN S/D CONVENTION 
The committee for the 18th Austra-
lian National Square Dance Convention 
to be held in Sydney, N.S.W. in 1976 
was elected at a public meeting of the 
N.S.W. Square Dance Society in 
August, 1975. Convenor of the conven-
tion is Roy Petty, with Mery Sharpe as 
assistant convenor. Beryl Petty will 
serve as secretary; Rod Johnston as 
treasurer. Committee chairmen are: 
accommodation, Ross Sinclair, Trans-
port, Masc Woodcock; publicity, Betty 
Johnston. 
Callers and square dancers are 
assured of a great welcome when they 




LARGEST FESTIVAL IN MIDWEST 
The 29th Annual Northeast Oklaho-
ma S/D Festival will fill the Tulsa Civic 
Center on April 3, with workshops, 
fashion show, teen and challenge 
dancing, all singing call dancing and 
festival level dancing. Write to Otto and 
Maydel Dunn, 428 So. 51 W. Ave., 
Tulsa, OK 74127, for information. 
NEW OFFICERS IN ALBERTA 
The Alberta S&R/D Federation 
have a new slate of officers: Past-
president, Jim & Marie Hopkins, 
I nnisfail; President, Ray & Sylvia 
Lawson, Red Deer; Vice-president, 
George and Betty Schritt, Redcliff; 
Secretary, Clem and Doris Nadon, 
Edmonton; Treasurer, Andy Pennock, 
Edmonton; Publicity, Reg and Marion 
Taylor, Bob and Jan Brander, Calgary; 
Editors for "Squaring Around Alber- 
1KALOX- 'e1 -Longhorn 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX . 
K-1184 C.B. CONTRA, Flip/Inst. by Walt Cole 
K-1183 SECOND HAND ROSE, Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones 
K-1182 SMILE AWAY EACH RAINY DAY by Joe Lewis 
NEW ON LONGHORN:  
LH-1013 CORN LIKKER, Flip/Inst. by Bob Augustin 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN: 
LH-1012 YOU ARE THE ONE, Flip/Inst. by Red 
Warrick 
NEW ON BELCO: 
B265A IN THE MOOD, Two-step by Earl & Rosie Rich 
1st Band Music only; 2nd Band, Cues by C.O. Guest 
B265B HONOLULU-HANA HOU [One More Time] 
Two-step by Ed & Mary Susans 
1st Band Music only; 2nd Band, Cues by C.O. Guest 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B264A MELODY TWO-STEP. Ken Croft & 
Elena deZordo 




KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. 2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75149 
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JIM HARLOW BILLY GENE EVANS 
Festival 
Staunton, 
Va. featuring Ingleside's 
1st. Square & Round Dance Festival 
May 28. 29 & 30. 1976 
HARRY McCOLGAN DORSEY ADAMS 
RAY & BEA DOWDY 
NOTE: This is the relocated, former Mt. Lake 
Festival so popular for years. There 
will be a fall event, as always, in this same location. 
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d 
ta," Reg and Marion Taylor, Ted and 
Shirley Bergeron, Calgary. 
Doris Nadon, Secretary 
10675-65 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta T6A 2N9 
DANCES ANNOUNCED FREE 
Radio KVOO 1170, Tulsa, Oklaho-
ma, devotes thirty minutes of radio time 
each week to square dancers every-
where. The program, "Otto's S/D 
News," is aired at 10:30 every Sunday 
night and is starting its fourth year. 
Over 15,000 pieces of mail were 
received the first year from callers and 
dancers. Host Otto Dunn plays new 
square dance recordings and has a 
guest each week. The program is made 
up from mail and recordings. Letter 
should be sent to PO Box 1349. Tulsa, 
OK 74101. 
OVERSEAS DANCER ASSOCIATION 
The Bi-centennial 14th Annual 
Reunion of Overseas Dancers is sched-
uled for August 12-14 in the Empire 
Room of the Shoreham Hotel in 
Washington, DC. The Trail Dance will 
be held in the spacious Regency 
Ballroom of the same hotel. 
General chairmen are Bill and Kathi 
Higgins, 3231 Plantation Parkway, 
Fairfax, Virginia. To be eligible for 
membership in the Overseas Dancer 
Association, you must have belonged to 
and danced with a club outside the 
contiguous forty-eight states and all the 
provinces of Canada. 
HOUSTON HEARSAY 
There is a new club in Houston, 
"Saints And Spinners," dancing every 
Wednesday night at the First Methodist 
Church, with Lew Torrance at the mike. 
Dancers are always welcome. 
The Houston Area Callers Associa-
tion, in cooperation with the Marines, 
held a Toys For Tots dance to purchase 
toys for children for Christmas. 
The Gulf Coast Callers Co-op held its 
17th annual Chronicle-Goodfellows 
Dance at the Astroworld Hotel Ball-
room, a spacious hall with hardwood 
floor surrounded with red plush carpet. 
All monies were turned over to the 
Houston Chronicle to purchase toys for 
needy children. Eleven callers donated 
their time. 
The Houston Square Dance Council's  
Winter Jamboree was highlighted by a 
Grand March with forty squares direc-
ted by Wade Driver, who has moved to 
the Houston area from Florida. The 
Saturday night dance was called by 
Harper Smith. Another caller who 
participated is Bob Baier, a young man 
who is making great strides in building 
a calling reputation in the area. He has 
been calling since high school and calls 
for several clubs in the Houston area. 
Harry Finer 
Houston, Texas 
AN APPEAL FOR HELP 
Back issues of dance magazines 
such as American Squares, Foot 'n 
Fiddle, Rosin The Bow, and others are 
urgently needed to enhance the collec-
tion of the Dance Away Library in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. This library 
has a collection of materials on the 
American Folk Dance and other areas of 
dance. Contributions will be gratefully 
accepted. Please contact Dr. William 
M. Litchman, The Dance Away Library, 
1620 Los Alamos SW, Albuquerque, 
NM 87104. 
ARMS 
Did you happen to see the children's 
show, "MAKE A WISH" on Channel 
24 on Nov. 23? On the subject of 
"arms", they used film taken at the 
National Square Dance Convention in 
Kansas City to show "arms" joined (but 
not in war) and callers calling (but not to 
fight), pointing up all the good points of 
our favorite hobby. Joe Taylor (Detroit) 
and Lee Kopman (New York) called 
squares; beautiful circles of round 
dancers, plus the tapping kids doing a 
square dance demonstration were de-
lightful and seen by millions over the 
networks. 	 Li! May 
Toledo, Ohio 
WELL-KNOWN CALLER TO MOVE 
It has been revealed that popular 
caller Ron Schneider will leave the 
Cleveland area in July and move to the 
Clearwater-Bradenton area of Florida. 
     
5065 THIS IS MY YEAR FOR MEXICO by Nelson Watkins 
5064 MELODY OF LOVE by Dick Parrish 
5063 COTTON PICKIN' DELTA TOWN by Bob Parrish 
5062 MAMMY SONG by Marlin Hull 
5061 MISTY by Nelson Watkins 
5060 STOP MY LOVIN' YOU by by Al Stevens 
5059 HOLD ON TO YOUR MAN by Warren Rowles 
5058 WHOLE LOTTA DIFFERENCE IN LOVE, S. Dawson 
Distributed by Corsair Continental & Twelgrenn 
Produced by Shelby Dawson, 
334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA 91711 
Windsor Reeords 












SPECIAL • SPECIAL * SPECIAL 
THIS MONTH ONLY! 
When you buy a 150-piece box of 
stationery at regular price (05.50) 
you will receive 
FREE 
a deck of Square Dance Playing 
cards. 




HOME SWEET (SQUARE DANCE) HOME 
There's no doubt about it — the family residing in this home are square dancers! 
The colorfully constructed window blinds that brighten up this house were made by 
no other than Bill Burleson of Minerva, Ohio, who is featured elsewhere in this 
issue for his contributions to the square dance activity. Bill and Jean found that this 
in one more way to tell the world about a happy hobby. 
Ilianhurses 
TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 3293 
	
	












by Don Hanhurst 
This seemed to be a good month for new 
releases. The choreography seemed 
varied and ranged from "very good" to 
"maybe next time." There were two 
special categories, one being contras, 
which will probably gain popularity 
during this bicentennial year. We feel 
that contras have a limited appeal and 
not every caller is capable of correctly 
cueing a contra. The other special 
category is workshop records, which 
callers use for patter, but many dancers 
like to have in their record collection for 
basement groups. 
LOVIN'YOU— Wagon Wheel 705 
Caller: Gary Shoemake 
We found this record to be No. 1 
because it contained all the ingredients 
necessary for a good record, both from 
the dancing side and the calling side. 
This is a combination hard to beat. An 
excellent record musically, with a 
well-thought-out figure and far-above-
average delivery by Gary. FIGURE: 
Heads promenade half, side ladies 
chain, heads square thru, do-sa-do, 
recycle. eight chain three, swing corner, 
promenade. 
THANKS A LOT— MacGregor 2180 
Caller: Otto Dunn 
This has a good bouncy beat that sets 
the dancers foot-tapping as soon as the 
needle hits the record. Dancers enjoyed 
dancing to it; callers should be aware 
that there are a few very low notes they 
will be required to hit. FIGURE: Heads 
pass thru, California twirl, reverse 
flutter, sweep a quarter, pass thru, 
right and left thru, slide thru, square 
thru four, trade by, swing corner, 
promenade. 
MAGIC OF THE RAIN— Bob Cat 103 
Caller: Bob Augustin 
We found this record to have good 
music with a flowing figure that seemed 
well suited to it. It is done with the same 
good Dixieland arrangment that has 
been featured on past releases on this 
label. Callers who have overlooked this 
new sound on Bob Cat should give it a 
listen as it is like no other and adds great 
variety to your program. FIGURE: Four 
ladies chain, circle left half way, heads 
pass thru, round one make a line, pass 
thru, wheel and deal, centers turn thru, 
star thru, promenade. 
LAY BACK LOVER— Bue Star 2018 
Caller: Johnny Wykoft 
Good music and good delivery by 
Johnny. The figure, which is probably 
the most unique this month, employs 
the use of lines of three, which is a very 
welcome change from the dancers' 
point of view. The dancers, however, 
were not sure they liked the lyrics, "Lay 
back lover, hold onto each other." A 
caller using this record would certainly 
have to select his crowd. FIGURE: Head 
ladies chain three-quarters, roll away, 
lonesome men pass thru, turn right 
around three, make a line of four, 
curlique, single circulate, boys run, 
swing corner, promenade. 
CARRIBEAN— Scope 594 
Caller: Jeanne Moody 
A very good musical rendition of this 
melody with a rhumba beat. The figure 
can be handled by anyone. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, bend the line, flutter 
wheel, square thru three-quarters, 
swing corner, promenade. 
THAT'S WHEN MY WOMAN BEGINS-
Cow Town 103; Caller: Jay Henderson 
Our dancers enjoyed the figure with just 
a slightly different twist to it. Timing 
seemed good. FIGURE: Four ladies 
chain, heads promenade half, down the 
middle right and left thru, star thru, 
pass thru, circle four half way, swing 
corner, left allemande, do-sa-do, prom-
enade. 
THIS IS MY YEAR FOR MEXICO—
Red Boot 196; Caller: John Hendron 
The music on this newest Red Boot 
release is good and the figure seemed to 
dance well. As a caller, I found the line 
in the introduction, "You no longer 
notice if I'm wearing perfume," a little 
hard to deliver and the reaction from the 
floor was something else. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru. swing thru, spin the 
top, right and left thru, flutter wheel, 
sweep a quarter, swing corner, left 
allemande, promenade. 
EVERYTHING I TOUCH— Bob Cat 104 
Caller: Bill Barner 
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FLORIDA 
CHEZ BEA for square and 
round dancing CREATIONS 
650 N.E. 128 St., (759-8131) 
No. Miami. FL 33161 
GEORGIA 
C & M WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Rd (404-455-1265) 
Doraville, GA 30340 
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
ILLINOIS 
THE MAREX CO. 
5061/2 W. Columbia Ave. 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Novelty 8 Accessory Catalog 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL 
6313-6315 Rockville Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46224 
Rexrds Shipped Same Day 
IOWA 
MABON'S COUNTRY STORE 
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N) 
Waterloo, IA 50701 (319-234-3327) 
Everything for Callers/Dancers 
KANSAS 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594) 
Wichita, KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DIXIE'S DANCING DUDS 
10912 W. 74th (631-4445) 
Shawnee, KS 66061 
Apparel for Square 8 Round Dancers 
The music on this record, taken by 
itself, would have placed higher in the 
dancer ratings as it seems to be above 
average. The dancers, however, found 
this to be just an average dance. 
FIGURE: Head ladies chain, heads 
square thru, right and left thru, pass 
thru, trade by, do-sa-do, curlique, walk 
and dodge, partner tag, swing corner, 
promenade. 
YOU ARE THE ONE— Longhorn 1012 
Caller: Red Warraick 
This record is not the "You Are The 
One" made famous by Chuck 
Railey on MacGregor, but a different 
melody entirely. Good music. FIGURE: 
Four ladies chain three-quarters, ladies 
chain one-half, circle left, left alle-
mande, grand sashay, promenade. 
GONNA BOOGIE TONIGHT— Grenn 
12151; Caller: Earl Johnston 
Good music and good delivery by Earl. 
FIGURE: Heads lead right and circle to 
a line, star thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, 
boys run, half tag, trade and roll, pass 
thru, swing corner, promenade. 
BELLS ON MY HEART— Blue Star 
2017; Caller: Roger Chapman 
This is the second re-release of this title 
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NEW JERSEY 
The Corral, John Pedersen, Jr. 
41 Cooper Ave. 
West Long Branch, NJ 07764 
S/D Apparel and Accessories 
KENTUCKY 
Preslar's Western Shop, Inc. 
3111 S. 4 St. 
Louisville, KY 40214 
All S/D Supplies; Newcombs 8 Mikes 
SHOOT'N STAR 
1115 Dupont Circle 
Louisville, KY 40207 
We sell everything for the square dancer! 
MAINE 
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP 
584 Main St. 
South Portland, Maine 04106 
Large Selection of S/D Items 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd. 




Detroit, MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes 
NEW MEXICO 
Holly's Square Dance Shop 
2505 Jefferson NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 
NEW YORK 
IRONDASquare Dance Shoppe 
759 Washington Ave (266-5720) 
Irondequoit, Rochester, NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer' 
CLOTHING 
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in the last two months. This one on 
Blue Star has a danceable beat with a 
figure that is being used more and more 
in singing calls. FIGURE: Heads square 
thru, with the sides star by the right, 
heads star left once around, same two 
right and left thru, dive thru, square 
thru three-quarters, swing corner, 
promenade. 
RHINESTONE COWBOY— JayBarKay 
6013; Caller: Red Bates 
This is the second release of this title, 
and as in the first release, this one lacks 
that certain something to stimulate the 
dancers. We felt that somehow this 
melody doesn't translate very well into 
"square dance." FIGURE: Heads 
promenade half, two and four right and 
left thru, heads curlique, boys run, 
do-sa-do, eight chain four, swing 
corner, promenade. 
I'M STILL IN LOVE WITH YOU—
River Boat 108; Caller: Keith Bylte 
FIGURE: Heads right and left thru, 
flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, pass 
thru, star thru, right and left thru, 
flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, pass 
thru, trade by, swing corner, prome-
nade. 
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SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE 
Rte. 9-D 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
Your One-Stop Place To Shop 
Donohue's Dancing Duds 
205 Lincoln St. 
Scotia, NY 12302 
Have Dudsmobile, Will Travel! 
DO-PASO 
203 Vermont St. 
Buffalo, NY 14213 
Phone Orders: 1-716-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109-111 So. Main Street (668-264-4) 
Central Square, NY 13036 
Western Store & Gift Center 
S/D Headquarters 
NORTH CAROLINA 
B & D WESTERN SHOP 
2117 Highway 64 — 70 Southwest 
Hickory, NC 28601 
Everything A Square Dancer Needs 
OHIO 
DART WESTERN SHOP 
1414 E. Market Street 
Akron, Ohio 44305 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354) 
Cleveland, Ohio 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
PROMENADE SHOP 
177 Burlington Rd (286-5805) 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
Mail Orders Welcome 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 U.S. 42 
Sharonville, Ohio 45241 
Records Available. Too'  
Pat's Place 
9672 Mainville 
Loveland, OH 45140 
Come on down to Pat's Place 
PENNSYLVANIA 
MAREA'S Western Wear & Records 
3749 Zimmerly Road 
Cor. Love & Zimmerly 
Erie, PA 16506 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Marty's Square Dance Fashions 
404 Cherokee Drive 
Greenville, SC 29607 
S/D Clothing for Men & Women 
McKesson Western Shop 
211 Stallsville Rd. 
Summerville, SC 29483 
S/D Apparel & Centennial Dresses 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-DI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosley Rd. 
Memphis, TN 38116 
Send for Free Catalog 
DOUBLE 0 RANCHWEAR 
1460 National 
Memphis, Tennessee 38122 
Will ship records and clothing. 
Nick's Western Shop 
245 E Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport, TN 37660 
Phone Orders: 1-615-245-6221 
TEXAS 
FAVVCETT'S Square Dance Shop 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr, TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
WEST VIRGINIA 
BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR 
Route 3, Meadowdale 
Fairmont. West Virginia 26554 
Complete Line for Square Dancers 
OM, 	11.7:11,MIPTZ:i  





MOVIN' ON— Hi-Hat 454 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, 
swing thru, boys run, half tag, trade, 
finish your tag, face right, wheel and 
deal, swing corner, left allemande, 
promenade. 
CRUISIN'— Top 25319 
Caller: Emanuel Duming 
Re-release of old Grenn "Cruisin' Down 
The River." FIGURE: Heads square 
thru, do-sa-do, spin chain thru, girls 
circulate one time, boys run, bend the 
line, right and left thru, slide thru, 
swing corner, promenade. 
ISLAND IN THE SUN— Top 25318 
Caller: Bill Kramer 
Another re-release of an old Grennt 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right hand 
star with corner, heads star left in the 
middle one time, curlique, scoot back, 
swing corner, allemande left, prome-
nade. 
IT'S A LITTLE MORE LIKE HEAVEN-
Rocking A 1363; Caller: Jesse Cox 
FIGURE: Heads flutter wheel, sweep a 
quarter, pass thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, bend the line, right and 
left thru, flutter wheel, slide thru, swing 
corner, promenade. 
BOUQUET OF ROSES— MacGregor 
2181; Caller: Monty Wilson 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, down 
the middle right and left thru, square 
thru four, do-sa-do, box the gnat, pull 




Grenn 12150; Caller: Dick Leger 
This is not a contra but a traditional 
visiting couple type dance. This will 
most definitely have to be taught before 
it can be danced by today's dancers. 
One the cue sheet are full instructions 
for teaching it to your group. 
C. B. CONTRA— Kalox 1184 
Caller: Walt Cole 
This is the same music as Kalox "Ping 
Pong Hoedown." This contra uses some 
of the more current figures, such as 
flutter wheel and sweep a quarter. 
Continued on Page 84 
GR 14225 
QUENTIN'S THEME 
Waltz by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo 
BORN TO DANCE 
by Vernon 
GR 12152 
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE 
Flip Square by Earl Johnston 
Top 25323 
ROLL THOSE BIG BLUE EYES 





P.O. BOX 216 




by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
HEARTS OF STONE— Hi-Hat 944 
Choreography by Ray & Elizabeth Smith 
Easy intermediate two step using basic 
figures. 
MUCH AS EVER — Hi-Hat 944 
Choreography by Anita & Roy Stark 
Good "Just As Much As Ever" music; 
an interesting intermediate-plus posi-
tioning two-step. 
I'LL TELL ME MA—Telemark 5008 
Choreo by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist 
Catchy music (Irish vocal); a moving 
easy-intermediate two-step. 
LOVING YOU— Mercury 73687 
Choreography by Ed & Jo Freeman 
Statler Brothers vocal; easy three-part 
two-step using basic figures. 
LITTLE BROWN JUG— RCA 447-0031 
Choreo by Benny & Louise Broccoli 
Good Glenn Miller music; interesting 
challenging two-step; long sequence 
with five parts. 
HURT ME TWICE— 20th Century 
TC-2171; by Bill & Jo Patton 
Country music with a Margo Smith 
vocal; easy-intermediate two-step with 
basic figures. 
THERE I SAID IT— 20th Century 
TC-2171; by Butch & Nancy Tracey 
Country music with a Margo Smith 
vocal; flowing intermediate two-step. 
POEME— Telemark 910 
Choreography by Rick & Joyce McGlynn 
Good music and a flowing high-
intermediate waltz routne. 
SOMETHING SHE'S GOT— Capitol 
4144; Choreo by Bob & Beth Foust 
Good boogie-woogie type music with a 
Buddy Allen vocal; a good flowing 
intermediate three-part two-step. 
SONG IN MY HEART— RCA PB10402 
Choreography by Ray & Ann Brown 
Good music with a Perry Como vocal; 
easy level two-step with rhumba 
emphasis. 
TODAY— Columbia 4-33081 
Choreo by Charlie & Madeline Lovelace 
Very pretty music with vocal by the New 
Christy Minstrels; intermediate-plus 
international waltz routine plus interes-
ting figures in Part B. 
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL— Roper 
219A; by Rick & Joyce McGlynn 
Good music; challenging cha cha 
routine. 
WONDERFUL TIME— Goldies P2694 
Choreography by Loren & Dot Fields 
Swinging music with vocal by Pat 
Boone; easy two-step using basic 
figures. 
DANCE— Capitol 3768 
Choreography by Paul & Laura Merola 
Good music with Helen Reddy vocal on 
"The Old Fashioned Way;" good 
catchy high-intermediate two-step with 
a little "Lindy." 
LAST DATE— RCA 447-0572 
Choreography by Ron Rumble 
Pretty easy-going music with Floyd 
Cramer on piano; an intermediate-plus 
timing two-step. 
COUNTRY GAL— Grenn 14222 
Choreography by Fred & Emily Leach 
Good peppy music and a nice flowing 
easy-intermediate two-step. 
TWO STEP N' RAGTIME— Grenn 
14222; Choreography by Vernon 
Good peppy music and a good fast-
moving easy-intermediate two-step. 
DIANE— Windsor 4706 
Choreography by Frank &Ruth Lanning 
Pretty music and a comfortable inter-
mediate waltz. 
JUST A KISS— Grenn 14221 
Choreography by Ann & Andy Handy 
Food "Kiss In The Dark" music and a 
good easy-to-easy-intermediate waltz 
routine. 
MOVIN AND GROOVIN— GRENN 
14221; Choreo by John & Bea Souza 
Good music and a good flowing easy 
intermediate two-sep routine. 
VELORA— Hi-Hat 943 
Choreography by Pete & Val Peterman 
Good music and an interestingly 
different intermediate cha cha. 
EASY STROLLIN— Hi-Hat 943 
Choreo by June & Millard McKinney 





ARMETA Dept. A 
Original Fun Club Badges 
12505 N.E. Fremont St. 
Portland, Oregon 97230 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit badge of distinction. Join today 
P.O. Box 57 
Westfield, MA 01085 
Cost: 81.25 
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original 
Washington Knotheads 
P.O. Box 245 
Gig Harbor, W A 98335 
LLORRY'S 
1852 S. Reed St. (303-986-6446) 
Lakewood, CO 80226 
Activity & Club Badges 
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE 
Tom Curto & Sons 
!fox 71 
Ludlow, MA 01056 
THE MAREX COMPANY 
5061/2 W. Columbus Ave. 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Largest selection — Fun & Club Badges 
FREE CATALOGUE 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
316 Brockton Road (567-1321) 
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021 
Free Fun Badge Catalog 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979 
P.O. Box 72 
Wausau, WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Resign or Yours — Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
288 NE 47th Street 
Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
Chuck Leamon, caller & owner. 
Send for free flyer 
G5 ENGRAVING 
2124 Graham Avenue 
Utica, NY 13502 
Phone: (315) 735-4635 
Custom Club Badges 
ROVER BADGES — $1.25 & Caller's OK 
Dana 1000 miles from home 
Warren W. Bowser 
1041-138 Cave Creek Road 
Phoenix, AZ 85020 
HAWAII— 12th Aloha S/D Convention, 
Feb. 6-8, Honolulu; Cal Golden, Singin' 
Sam Mitchell, Charlie & Madeline 
Lovelace. Chairman: Howard & Elaine 
Hill, 99-665 Halawa Hghts. Rd., Aiea, 
Hawaii 96701. 
OREGON— Mid-Winter S&R/D (State) 
Festival, Feb. 7-8; Shelby Dawson, 
Mary Lindner, Bob & Betty Dean. Write 
Ed & Mary Warmoth, South Hills 
Mobile Pk., Rt. 2 Box 325-12, Cornelius, 
OR 97113. 
MISSISSIPPI— 21st Sweetheart Festi-
val, Feb. 13-14; Hinds Jr. College, 
Raymond; Don Franklin, Jack Cloe. 
Write Millard & Opal Parker, 509 
Dogwood Dr., Brandon, MS 39042. 
GEORGIA— 15th Ann. Okefenokee 
Squareup, City Auditorium, Waycross; 
Feb. 13-14; Dick Barker, Art Springer, 
Wayne & Barbara Blackford. Write 
Dick & Betty Barker, 2408 Eastover Dr., 
Waycross, GA 31501. 
CALIFORNIA— Fresno Square-Round, 
Feb. 13-15, Fresno Convention Center; 
Marshall Flippo, Ralph Silvius, Jerry 
Haag, Horace & Brenda Mills. Write 
Ralph Silvius, 4143 Yosemite Blvd. Sp. 
D22, Modesto, CA 95351. 
CALIFORNIA— 4th Almond Blossom 
Festival, Feb. 13-15; Durham Memorial 
Hall; Ron Telford, Daryl Clendenin, Lee 
Helsel, Jack Murtha, Aubrey Amator, 
Art & Evelyn Johnson, Les & Ellen 
Scofield. Write Art & Evelyn Johnson, 
6562 Wheeler Rd., Paradise, CA 95969. 
MICHIGAN— 4th Annual Sweetheart 
Ball, Milan; Feb. 15; Iry & Betty 
Easterday. Write Dave & Shirley Fleck, 
3444 Orchard Trail Dr., Toledo, OH 
43606. 
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CONNECTICUT— Winter Wonderland 
Weekend, Feb. 20-22; Hotel Sonesta, 
Hartford; Jerry Schatzer, Jack Lasry, 
Rusty McLean & Shirley Watson. Write 
Sue Watson Parker, 16 Del Terrace, 
Meriden, CT 06450. 
INDIANA— Winter Wonderland Week-
ends, Sheraton Hotel, French Lick; Feb. 
20-22; Cal Golden, Jim Young, Carl 
Geels, Lehnerts; Feb. 27-29, Cal, Bob 
Poyner, Chuck Marlow, Ray & Bea 
Dowdy. Write Sharon Golden, PO Box 
2280, Hot Springs, AR 71901. 
ARIZONA— 29th Ann. Valley of the 
Sun 	S&R /0 Festival, Civic Plaza, 
Phoenix; Feb. 20-21; Bob Fisk, Harmon 
& Betty Jorritsma and others. Write 
Festival Chairman, PO Box 13462, 
Phoenix, AZ 85002. 
TEXAS— Shrimp Festival '76, Moody 
Center, Galveston; Feb. 20-21; 15 
callers, 2 RID couples. Write Harry 
Mais, PO Box 3332, Galveston, TX 
NORTH CAROLINA— Winter Festival 
of NC Folk & SID Federation, City 
Park, Shelby; Feb. 21; Federation 
callers. Write Bob Harrelson, 2304 
Maywood St., Greensboro, NC 27403. 
OHIO— Winter Whirl, Feb. 22, Kent 
State University; Beryl Main, Lee 
Kopman. Write Peter Cirjak, 166 S. 
Monroe Rd., Tallmadge, OH 44278. 
OHIO— 8th Ann. February Fun Frolic, 
Feb. 29; Amherst Civic Center, Massil-
lon; Ron Schneider, Dale Eddy, Reath 
Blickenderfer, Carl & Pat Smith, Ken & 
Freda Sullivan. Write Harley K. Ball, 
2135-30th St. NE, Canton, OH 44705. 
FLORIDA— Speckled Perch Festival, 
Feb. 27-28; Okeechobee; John Walter. 
Write Brahmans & Belles, Rt. 2 Box 
363, Okeechobee, FL 33472. 
CALIFORNIA— Cherry Blossom Ball, 
Scottish Rite Temple, Sacramento; Feb. 
28; Johnny LeClair, Lee Helsel. Call 
635-1047, 487-9102 or 967-2283. 
SOUTH CAROLINA— 20th Ann. Caro- 
lina Capers, National Guard Armory, 
Columbia; Feb. 27-28; Lee Kopman, 
local callers, Tom Holleman & Jessie 
Taylor. Write Raynold & Eleanor 
Stoudemayer, 1003 Statler Rd., Colum-




BICENTENNIAL TWO FOR ONE SPECIAL! 
(Except 100-sheet Orders) 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965): Five-color, 
eye-catching seals on your correspondence are an 
invitation to square dancing. Order from Bill 
Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis, TN 38118. 
Samples on request. Two sheets (50)-50it; Six 
sheets-S3; Forty-S5; Special discount on Large 
Orders. Write for details and sample. 
YAK STACK 
Sound Columns for Callers 




CLINTON SOUND EQUIPMENT, including 23-lb., 
120 w. units and new MIDGETS (200 w., 17 lbs.) Is 
now available for fast UPS delivery from this 
midwest location. Call 419-433-2188 or write: 
B-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, OH 44839. 
       
   
....A
....Esi la & Dick Thomas 
13 Lucian Si reel 
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SOUARE DANCE LABELS with dancing couole: 
500 for $2.25. Order from Square Specialties, Box 
1065, Manchester, CT 06040. 
GREETING CARDS FOR . . DANCERS 
GET WELL—BIRTHDAY—GENERAL 
$2.00/Box of 12, plus 2 tax in Indiana. Please 
specify all Get-well or assortment. Order from: 
CADOBRAND, 3002 Schaper, Ft. Wayne, IN. 
SQUARE DANCE TIES: Pattern instruction kits 
with three clips - S1.35 pp.; Petticoats; Pettipants; 
Belt Buckles; Square Dance SEALS & DECALS. 
Brochure on request. C&J Western Wear, 
PO Box 178, Norge, VA 23127.  




MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION: "The 
Fundamentals of Square Dancing" (SIO Label) 
Level 1; Level 2; Level 3. Write for descriptive 
literature to Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru, Whittier, CA 
90605. 
THE RUFF/MURTHA PARTY LEVEL / ALBUM: 
& Fun & Easy Dances for all grades and ages; 
4 Circle Mixers, 2 Singing Calls, 2 Contras and 1 
Quadrille. Use this album with Level 1 (SIO 
LP0001 ); dances g lye practice on the 35 movements 
TAUGHT IN Level 1. Order "The Fundamentals of 
Square Dancing, Party Series," SIO LP 6501, called 
by Bob Ruff & Jack Murtha, produced by 
SIOASDS. 55.95 from Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru Ave., 
Whittier, CA 90605 
THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR DANCING 
Album featuring eight Red Boot Recording Stars: 
Don Williamson, Ralph Silvius, Bill Volner, Stan 
Burdick, Ted Frye, Jim Coppinger, Richard Silver, 
Bob Vinyard. Order from this magazine. 55.00 
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SET-UP AND GET-OUT: 
A manual to help callers 
create original choreogra-
phy with infinite varia-
tions. $6 ppd. Order from 
Will Orlich, PO Box 8577, 
Bradenton, FL 33505. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUND DANCE BASICS: (78 
exercises) $3.50 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven 
course, dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, 
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order 
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, 
Ohio 43611.  
MODERN AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE CAL-
LERS: Know the mechanics of square dance calls 
and expand your choreography through the use of 
COMPREHENSIVE HASH. This book presents a 
new concept in hash calling that will surprise your 
dancers with the familiar basics. Price: $15.00 
Send to Louis P. Ouel let , 79 Sage Ave., Bridgeport. 
CT 06610. 
AFTER PARTY FUN: $2.75 plus 254 mailing 
Contains two books combined into one, with new 
material that will put life into your club or festival.  
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at 
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star 
Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by BIll 
Burleson; $5 00, Rapid. comprehensive reference 
for nearly 2000 SID movements. Results of 10-year 
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing 
by Bill Burleson. $3 00 80 pages, 130 movements: 
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson, 
2565 Fox Ave Minerva, Ohio 44657. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SINGING CALL RECORDS—
THE LARGEST LISTING OF SINGING CALL 
RECORDS WITH TABULATED MOVEMENTS 
EVER PUBLISHED. Book— $10.00.Quarterly sup-
plements available— $6.00 (per year). J&J Si D Co. 
J. Cholmondeley) 301 SW 74 St. Lawton OK 73101. 
300 + COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU EQUIVA-
LENTS AND THEIR USES — Eight chapters with 
many examples. Resolve ocean waves, zero out 
routes, box and trade by set-ups. prIce $7.50. 
Jlm Gammalo, 228 W 6th, Garnett, KS 68032. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide 
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area S/D 
Callers Association Cost $2.00 + 254 handling 
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger. 136 N 
McCord Rd . Toledo. OH 43615 
TRAVELERS CLUB 
Dance with 100 Clubs 
Send for signature record book 
$1.50 each & 254 postage & handling. 
Write: RR 1, Box 9, Mulberry, IN 46058 
ATTENTION— CLUB & ASSOCIATION LEADERS 
Concerned with the definition and clarification of 
Dance Levels and Standardization — 100 page 
Treatise, "SQUARE DANCE LEVELS,-  in process 




THE 1976 TOP TEN — featuring illustrated 
choreoanalysis of the top ten commands of the 
year. Definitions of: 100 most-used Mainstream 
basics; 100 most interesting new moveg of 
1975; 100 basic moves of Challenge Dancing. Sight 
Calling Breakthrough — Guaranteed Get-Outs 
using unsymmetric choreography Order from BILL 
DAVIS, 180 N. Castanya, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
$4. Also supplements 54 per year 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
180 N. Castanya Way 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
Rt. 1 — Box 187 
Maple Plain, MN 55359 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith 
3510 Denver St. 
Memphis, TN 38127 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Jack Lasry 
19010 N. W. 11th Ave. 
Miami, Florida 33169 
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT 
Willard Orlich 
P.O. Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens 
Bradenton, F L 33505 
S/D ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Ted Wegener 
16404 Ardath Avenue 
Gardena, CA 90247 
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE 
John & Evelyn Strong 
750 Inglewood Street 
Salinas, CA 93901 
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 1 
25 Elmwood Avenue 











P.O. Box 2154 
Sierra Vista 85635 
Dancer accessories, caller equipment 
CALIFORNIA 
Nancy Seeley's Records forDancing 
P.O. Box 5156 
China Lake, CA 93555 
Also flags, books, shoes— All by mall! 
Robertson Dance Supplies 
3600 33rd Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95824 
GEORGIA 
C & M WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Road 
Doraville, GA 30340 
ILLINOIS 
Andy's Record Center 
1614 N. Pulaski Rd. 
Chicago, IL 60639 
Jane's Record Service [312-823-5631] 
P.O. Box 538 
Park Ridge, IL 60068 
Formerly Edwards Record Service 
INDIANA 
Whirlaway News & Records 
CALLERS DREAM 
13261 Chippe. a Blvd. 
Mishawaka, IN 46544 
MINNESOTA 
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
150 Myrman 	612-225-7709 
W. St. Paul, MN 55118 
Fast, Friendly & Reliable Service 
J-J RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E. 
St. Paul, MN 55106 
612-774-5732 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
2920 Washburn Circle [612-869-9501] 
Minneapolis, MN 55423 
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1561 Haslett Road 
Haslett, MI 48840 
The Place Designed with People In Mind 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Raybuck Record Serv. & Callers Sup. 
Route 1, Box 212 
Advance, NC 27006 
OHIO 
DART WESTERN SHOP 
1414 E. Market Street 
Akron, Ohio 44305 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
F&S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo, Ohio 43609 
RECYCLE RECORD SHOP 
15413 Steinway Blvd. 
Maple Heights, Ohio 44137 
216-662-1987 
Serving Cleveland & Northeast Ohio 
WASHINGTON 
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES 
1006 Southcenter Shop. Ctr. [98188] 
or 750 Northgate Mall Seattle [98125] 
EVERYTHING for the square dancer! 
TEXAS 
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records 
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner 






P.O. Box 16 
Bath, Ohio 
CALIFORNIA 
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP. 
1433 E. Mission Blvd. 







ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES 
3600 33rd Ave. Sacramento, CA (421-1518) 
*it 	* * 	 aa 	* 	* * * * * *•it it 
Steal a Zatie Peek 
— 
'Th1-5 ea a eallel'a Recisid. 
Malcolm Davis, of March, Cambridgeshire, in England, is the current president 
of the Callers Club of Great Britain. He and his wife, Evelyn, started to square 
dance in 1965, and Malcolm began calling two years later, the year that the 
March Mixers were formed. Malcolm calls for two clubs and has taught students 
on three U.S. bases. He has called for most of the clubs in the United Kingdom, 
has traveled to Germany as a featured caller and been on the staff of the Welsh 
Holiday Funstitute. He plans to attend Callerlab in April, 1976. He lists as his 
objectives for square dancing: Tell what you knowand the movement will grow; 
To keep fUn in Square Dancing; and to mix in 1976. 
HOEDOWNS 
Ranch House Ramble— Ranch House 
Rubber Dolly— SIO 
Earl's Hoedown — Blue Star 
Tom Ball — BLue Star 
Something House — MacGregor 
Up The Creek — Blue Star  
SINGING CALLS 
Night Train To Memphis — Red Boot 
Grandma's Feather Bed — Jay Bar Kay 
Bad Bad Leroy Brown — Wild West 
Me And Bobby McGee — Jay Bar Kay 
Remember Me — Thunderbird 
Confessin — Kalox 
You Lay So Easy On My Mind— TBird 
Natural Urge — Thunderbird 
Loving Her Was Easier — Top 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Here's another collection of tips and 
goodies from exchange magazines: 
FOLD 
16-GORE SKIRT, from Liza Grandstaff of Travel On, Kansas. 
Cut 16 gores, use 1/2 " seams. Gather waist. Cut two more pattern pieces so that you 
can usethreeatatime. Fold material wrong side out. After cutting gore, pin sections 
together (Do not pull apart). If too long, cut off at the top; this will allow more 
fullness. Measure waist line and cut a 4" wide band. Finished band will measure 
about 11/2 inches. These skirts come in handy with your favorite blouses. Try one in 
bandana print, checks, calico and plain. Braids, rick-rack, and lace will add to the 
design. 
For those taws, whose "thing" is embroidery, here's an idea for two figures. Take 
graph paper and copy these or adapt them as you wish. (From Keep Smiling, The 
Netherlands.) 
SQUARE DANCE APPLE PIE 
Combine 8 Jonathan apples, 2 tsp, 
cinnamon, 1 square dance caller, 2 tsp. 
nutmeg, 160 enthusiastic dancers, 2 
cups sugar, 1 large square dance hall. 
Bake at a moderate temperature for 1 
hour and youve got one of three things: 
a lumpy apple pie, weird apple sauce, or 
one great square dance! 
From Happy Tracks, Wichita, Kansas 
From Round the Capitol Square of 
Austin, comes the suggestion for a cape 
coverup for rainy weather, made from 
McCall's Rain Cape Pattern # 2927. 
Carolyn Mohrlok, who modeled one at 
the State Festival in Amarillo, gives 
some tips: "It's very easy to sew and 
takes only about two hours, for it has no 
internal seams." She also pointed out 
that it could be made from reversible 
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FIVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON 
THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST — THIS IS 
OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL. 
For a Petticoat that really STANDS OUT in a crowd —
Insist on a JACQUE'S ORIGINAL! 
See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes 
in the way you look and feel 	 
When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size. 
30 yard sweep 	 $12.95 
50 yard sweep $17.95 
Pettipants — Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace, 
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe. 
Mid-thigh 	 $8.00 
Knee-length $8.50 
Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large 
Add $1.25 each on petticoats and 501 each on pettipants to cover shipping and handling. 
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 
SAVINGS — $1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more. 
Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers! 
Dealers Nationwide 	Inquiries Invited 
FEATURING 
Cotton Batiste Top 
Four Full Tiers 
Full Color Range 
Prompt Delivery 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
P.O. BOX 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 512-853-3931 
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SQUARE DANCE APPAREL MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN 
Style No. 1776 549.95 
Shown with cap and scarf of white trim 
S43.95 
For the truly "Revolutionary" look, con-
sider our authentic Colonial Style Bicen-
tennial frock. Royal blue bodice and puff 
sleeves combined with a red and blue 
eight-gored skirt. Front panel of red ac-
cented with wide white lace extending 
down and around the skirt and at the 
sleeves complete the theme. 
Many styles to choose from. 
When ordering, state normal dress 
size, waist and skirt length. 
Add $1.25 postage and handling 
on dress orders. 
Write for FREE BROCHURE 
BICENTENNIAL PETTICOAT 
Red — White — Blue 
Features: 
100% Nylon Marquisette 
Three Layers (Outer blue, 
middle white, inner red) 
Four tiers in each layer 
60 yards 
White top (yoke) 
$22.95 
Manufactured by JACQUE'S ORIGINALS, INC. to the same exacting standards 
and quality as our petticoats. 
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The controversy still exists about whether the name should be Wheel and cycle (as 
the author consented to rename it) or Destroy the line as it was originally named. 
Our position will be to leave it as Destroy the line as Will Orlich advises, rather than 
change to a name that on first impulse seems more directional, but in further 
investigation actually violates presently established maneuvers. We hope most 
callers will agree. 
MAINSTREAM CALLERLAB PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS 
See List, p. 30, APPROVED 1.  Chain Reaction 
June, 	'75, or buy EXPERIMENTALS 2.  Grand Parade 
"Mainstream 75" Recycle 
3.  
4.  
Destroy the Line 
Spin Chain the Gears 
book for $4 from Walk and Dodge 5.  Drift Around 
this magazine. Coordinate 6.  Relay the Shadow 
Transfer the column 7.  Cloverflo 
Half tag, trade & roll 8.  Scoot and Flutter 
Ferris Wheel 9.  Right On 
Pass the Ocean 10.  Fascinate 
Lockit 11.  Kick Off 









N Bob Cat 
NEW ON LOU-MAC 
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT 
by Bill 
RECENT RELEASES 
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold 
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac 
LM117 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING 
by Mac & Bill 
LM 116 EIGHT MORE MILES by Bill 
LM 115 SOMEWHERE MY LOVE by Mac 
NEW ON BOB-CAT 
BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH. Bill Barner 
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN by Bob 
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN by Larry 
BC-101 BOBCAT RAMBLE by Bob 




   
   
    
    
Round Dance 
Al "TEX" BROVVNLEE 
Artist Repertoire Glenn Waite, -5ing,ng Sam 
Mitchell 
000081R D 4  co, to  M. D. Howard 
P.O. Box 3745 
Greenville, SC 29608 
Deete,  
Bill Volner 
By shuffling through the dozens 
good American cross section: 
ROUND DANCERS ROUNDS 
1. Singing the Blues 
2. Patricia 
3. Arrivederci Roma 
4. Charade '75 
5. Stay A Little Longer 
6. Lisbon Antigua 
7. Tennessee Saturday Night 
8. Alice Blue Gown 
9. What Lies Over The Hill 
10. Domino 
SQUARE DANCERS ROUNDS 
1. Tips Of My Fingers 
2. Tic Toc 
3. Walk Right Back 
4. Gozo 
5. My Wife's House  
6. All American Girl 
7. Struttin' Around 
8. Mexicali Rose 
9. Waltz With Me 
10. Merry-Go-Round Of Love 
CLASSICS 
1. Dancing Shadows 
2. Moon Over Naples 
3. Tango Mannita 
4. Birth Of The Blues 
5. Feelin' 
6. Spaghetti Rag 
7. Dream Awhile 
8. Folsom Prison Blues 
9. Neopolitan Waltz 
10. Arms Of Love 
of poll results this month, we've arrived at this 
Singing Calls .  
TB 124 REMEMBER ME,Called by Singing Sam Mitchell 
TB 125 ANOTHER YOU, Called by Singing Sam Mitchell 
TB 126 EASY TO LOVE, Called by Singing Sam Mitchell 
TB 127 BONANZO, Called by Singing Sam Mitchell 
TB 128 SPANISH FANDANGO, BY Singing Sam Mitchell 
TB 129 MISTY MOONLIGHT, Called by Glenn Walters 
TB 130 BACK IN THE COUNTRY, Called by Jim Deeter 
TB 131 BIG WHEEL ROLLIN' Called by Bill Volner 
TB 132 PUT ANOTHER LOG ON THE FIRE, BY Bill Volner 
TB 133 QUEEN OF THE RODEO, Called by Bill Volner 
TB 134 BELLS ON MY HEART, Called by Bill Volner 
TB 135 MOST WANTED WOMAN, Called by Jim Deeter 
TB 136 IF YOU CAN'T FEEL IT, Called by Jim Deeter 
Thunderbird Albums: 
T-Bird 1000 BICENTENNIAL, by Bill Volner 
T Bird 1100 REMEMBER ME by Singing Sam Mitchell 
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FASHIONS by MR. PHILLIPS INC. 
Mail Orders Accepted NOW 
P.O. Box 3599, Cranston, R.I. 02910 
Manufacturers 
of the soft FLUFF petticoat 
White— $25.95 
Rainbows — $29.95 
All Colors, when available— $26,95 
Marquisette FLUFF: White—$30.00, 
Rainbow $32.95 
Include Postage: $1.50 
BANKAMERICARD & MASTER CHARGE accepted. 
BICENTENNIAL BRIEFS, Continued 
The minuet, or menuet, was of French 
origin, and comes from the words "pas 
menus" or small steps. Introduced at 
the time of Louis XIV, the various 
dance configurations had such names 
as "Menuet de Dauphin", "Menuet de 
Ia Reine", "Menuet de Ia Coeur". Some 
Americans had the notion, supressed 
by Washington, that instead of being 
titled "President", he should be titled 
"King". He could be king, at least on 
the dance floor. 
What kind of a figure did Washington 
cut? "0, a very heroic posture", Mrs. 
Wynne said with a smile in her voice. 
"Like that painting of him crossing the 
Delaware.' The posture had to be that 
way, she continued, or the coat, with 
its stiff, wide skirt flaps, wouldn't fit. 
The minuet dancer, male or female, 
was pigeon-chested with a hyper-
extended lower back and was locked 
into this convex position by the clothes. 
Feet were slightly turned out and men 
wore a sizable high heel. 
The motion of the minuet was 
"smooth and undulating up and down, 
poise above the waist and flashing 
footwork below". Mrs. Wynne went 
on. Martha Washington may have been 
worn out by the intricacy of the steps, 
for the minuet was a showpiece for 
couples who took the floor one at a time 
to display their talents. The tempo 
cannot have been Martha's problem: 
By the time of the Washington's, the 
minuet "had slowed to a crawl". 
How one held oneself spoke volumes. 
A body pose called the ' complaisance" 
was rather like a courtship glance 
translated into terms of the body. 
"Quiet, chaste, dignified", says Mrs. 
Wynne of the complaisance. If you 
overdid it you were considered af-
fected, and if you underdid it, gross 
and awkward. 
Popular contredances of the day were 
"Stoney Point", "Success of the Cam-
paign", "La Belle Catherine", "Boston 
Assembly", "Fisher's Hornpipe", 
"Young Widow", "Lady Bartlett's 
 
MAC GREGOR RECORDS 
 
NEW RELEASES 
MGR 2184 ONE WOMAN MAN, Written and Called by Otto Dunn 
458 S. 51st W. Ave, Tulsa, OK 
MGR 2185 MARGIE, Written and Called by Monty Wilson 
18157 Kingsport Dr., Malibu, CA 
RECENT RELEASES 
MGR 2182 TONIGHT MY BABY'S COMING HOME, Called by Norm Phaneuf 
MGR 2183 I NEVER KNEW, Called by Monty Wilson 
C.P. MacGregor Company 729 South Western Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90005 
	
213-384-4191 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 
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1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone (517) 835-9524 





147 NORTH AVENUE 
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468 
(716) 392- 3807 
Whim", "Constancy", "The Orange 
Tree". Washington danced and loved 
every one of them. 
A dance evening, such as a ball, ran 
according to the dance numbers on a 
dance card. The old went home early, 
the young stayed late. The evening 
ended, very up-tempo, with a contre-
danse, "dangerously fast, hopping and 
skipping and with much capering 
footwork on the part of the men' , Mrs. 
Wynne says. 
It would be nice to think that on some 
bygone birthday, Washington cut a 
fine caper, at a party in his honor. He 
lived until 1790, missing by a genera-
tion the beginnings of what was to be 
considered a most lascivious dance, the 
Waltz, in which (0, say it not), the 
couples actually embraced! 
FEEDBACK, Continued 
experience behind them, they have the 
confidence and incentive to go further in 
the future. It is gratifying to know that 
our school did in fact serve a useful 
purpose, and we must conclude that a 
scholl for new and beginning callers, or 
those without previous experience does 
meet a valid need. Certainly the world 
of square dancing will benefit from 
having new, confident, well-trained 
callers coming along to step in when the 
rest of us become old and weary. So, 
before that happens, we will continue to 
help them all we can! It is our 
investment in the future, our thanks to 
an activity that has given us so much. 
* 0- A • 4 OVA. Ito 1a t41,V0#6 irgv to • it • 
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We Design Club Badges 
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black White 
Blue, Green. Brown, Red. Yellow. Walnut, Birch 
Send Check, We Pay Postage 
PAT'S PLASTICS 
Box 847 Rifle, CO 81650 [303) 625-1718 
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THIS IS MY COUNTRY 
by Shelby Dawson 
Distributed by Corsair Continental 
81 
SDDS 
S750 Inglewood t. quark.' Dance DigestService 	 Salinas, CA 93901 
A MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE for both newer and experienced callers. Sufficient material 
for all your program needs, or for use as a supplement to your other program aids. 
Material is divided into sections to fit all dance occasions. Plenty of variety in all areas from 
75-Basic only to Workshop. All material is pre-tested to be useful, workable figures for your 
programs. Sample upon request. Cost is only $12.00 per year (12 issues). 
Edited and Published by John & Evelyn Strong 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
have written to find out the author, in 
this case, Dorothy Brandt. You see, 
Stan is such a good leader of choral 
singing, we naturally asked him to lead 
our little group, and he surprised us by 
publishing the songs. We are glad to 
see Dorothy get the credit for these very 
clever verses which have been a great 
hit everywhere, and should become a 
standard part of the square dance 
after-party repertoire! 
Elsie Leathers 
Westmoreland Hills, Maryland 
I want to express my appreciation for 
the fine magazine that you produce for 
us. I also appreciate very much the Easy 
Level Page. I do a tremendous amount 
of work on one night stands, so this is 
quite helpful in coming up with new 
material. It's hard to do consistant one 
night stands because repetition can lead 
to boredom for those who dance in the 
one nighters regularly. I just want to 
express my appreciation. 
Jarvis Windom 
Wheatland, Wyoming 
Enclosed find a postal money order 
for a one year subscription to the 
American Square Magazine. A friend 
loaned me hers and we decided we would 
like to have it in our home. Many ideas 
in the book caught our eyes and we 
found the information enlightening. I 
never realized you had such coverage in 
the states. 
Don & Shirley Swan 
Dowling, Michigan 
We are starting two projects I'm sure 
will interest many of your readers. One 
is Folk Dance Association, a profes-
sional organization devoted to providing 
services and advice for people and 
groups interested in folk dance and 
related folklore and ethnic activities. 
The second is Mixed Pickles, America's 
first newspaper devoted to folk dance 
and related folklore, folk music and 
ethnic activites. 
Raymond LaBarbera 
P.O. Box 500, Midwood Station 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
sAe BLIND RECORD BUYS! 
021‘ 
You can listen to all the latest record releases 
$3.00 will bring you our tape and informatiott on how you can 
continue this service FREE OF CHARGE every month. Tapes are 
at 3 3/4 Speed — Reel to Reel. or "Cassette " 
Robertson Dance Supplies 
3600 33rd AVENUE SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95824 Phone (916) 421-1518 
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Be a ROOSTER BOOSTER 
in YOUR area! 
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE 
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES 
BEAVER FALLS, PA; Saturday, Feb. 14 
Contact: Jim Hume 
DILLARD, GEORGIA; Thurs. Feb. 26 
Contact: Jerry & Becky Cope 
FENTON, MI; Sunday, February 29 
Contact Dick & Marlene Bayer 
DEERFIELD, NH, Sunday, March 7 (tent.) 
Contact: "Ylkes" Cameron 
KINGSTON, NY; Friday, March 12 
Contact: Ed & Wilma France 
BURLINGTON, IOWA, Mon. March 15 
Contact: William & Charlotte Kunze 
SPRINGDALE, AR., Tues., March 16 
Contact: Dub Hayes 
NORFOLK, NEBRASKA, Wed., March 17 
Contact: Burt Langford 
WILDWOOD, ILLINOIS, Wed., Mar. 17 
Contact: Bob Wilson & Gary Cox 
JAMAICA PLAINS, MASS., Mar. 21 
Contact: Old Colony Callers —
Gloria Brunt or Jack Bright 
MINERVA, Ohio, Thursday, March 25 
Contact: Bill Burleson 
PARKERSBURG, WV, Thursday, April 1 
Contact: Keith & Karen Rippeto 
CHARLESTON, WV., Thurs., April 8 
Contact: Erwin Lawson 
BLUEFIELD, WV; Friday, April 9 
Contact: Acie Gundlisch 
ALTOONA, PA.; Thursday, April 15 
Contact: Emil Corle 
WATERTOWN, SD; Monday, April 19 
Contact: Perry & Margaret Bergh 
GOODLAND, KS; Tues. April 20 
Contact: George & Marie Edwards 
ERIE, PA.; Thursday, April 22 
Contact: Bob Morrison 
EDWARDS, NEW YORK area; April 23 
Contact: Dick & Barbara Brown 
STANLEY, N.Y.; Sunday, April 25 
Contact: Bob & June Ellis 
MUSKEGON, MI; Thurs., April 29 
Contact: Ken & Dot Gilmore 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS; Sun. May 2 
Contact Lem & Mary Jo Smith 
SAN ANTONIO AREA, May 4 
Contact: Dave Allen 
WINNIPEG, MAN., Thurs., May 6 
Contact: Thor Sigurdson 
LAKE PLACID, N.Y., Friday, May 28 
Contact: Phil & Mary McKinney 
KIRTLAND, OHIO; Tuesday, June 15 
Contact: Russ & Ginny Perfors 
ANNISTON, ALA.; Saturday, June 19 
Contact: Bob & Mary Eccleston 
OZARK ACRES, AR: Thursday, July 22 
Contact: Doris Schaffert (aft.) 
MT. HOME, AR, Thursday, July 22 (eve.) 
Contact: Murel Partee 
KILLEEN, TX: Satuday, July 24 
Contact: Paul Greer 
MINERVA, NY, Wednesday, Aug. 11 
Contact: Mary & Bill Jenkins 
AUGUSTA, GA., Wednesday, September 15 
Contact: Whit & Faye Landrum 
SMYRNA, GA; Thursday, September 16 
Contact: John Swindle 
BEREA, Oh; Monday, September 27 
Contact: Ron Schneider 
CHARDON, Ohio, Wednesday, Sept. 29 
Contact: Ed & Klaire Martin 
BROCKVILLE, ONT., Thurs., Sept. 30 
Contact: Garnet & Muriel Gallinger 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, Friday, Oct. 1 
Contact: Marg & Gerry Johnston 
PETERBOROUGH, ONT. Can. Sat., Oct. 2 
Contact: Bob & Jane Jaffray 
MARION, VA; Friday, October 8 
Contact: June Little 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO, Oct. 10 
Contact: Jim & Mary Batema 
WYOMING, MICHIGAN, Tues, Oct. 12 
Contact: Frank Randall 
CAMILLUS, NEW YORK; Sunday, Oct. 24 
Contact: Tom & Faye Tomlinson 
BELLEVILLE, IL (St. Louis area), Oct. 29 
Contact: Joe & Marilyn Obal 
BOWLING GREEN, KY; Friday, Nov. 5 
Contact: Curtis & Barb Pinson 
QUITMAN, GEORGIA, Sat., Nov. 20 
Contact: Kevin Huffmaster 
ATLANTA, GA., Thursday, Jan. 13, 1977 
Contact: Dean Baldwin 
APPLETON, WISC., Sunday, Jan. 30, 1977 
Contact: Bruce Witkop 
CHARLESTON; WV, Thursday, April 7, 1977 
Contact: Erwin Lawson 
SPRING GULCH, PA; Sat., August 20, 1977 
Contact: Pete & Joyce Kaiser 
COVER TALK 
Thanks to Perry Barnes and the 
Swinging Eights of Clearwater, Florida, 
for providing the excellent color photo 
of their club members conducting a 
public demonstration at the Countryside 
Mall in Clearwater last October. The 
caller on that occasion was Ralph 
"Hollerin' Higgie" Higinbotham, and 
the club's regular caller is Ken Cucore. 
An outstanding float and other promo-
tional activities exemplify the club's 
descriptive sub-title: "Enthusiastic 




R 	0 N y is Our Specialty! 
Traveling Callers 
BOB & LORRIE MORRISON 
Box 7158, 1926 Fairmont Pkwy. 
Erie. Pennsylvania Phone: 814-454-1745 
ON TOUR: July 16 thru August 15, 1976 




I `. LESSONS WEEKNIGHTS 
WORKSHOPS 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W. 
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE (216) 632-1074 
Member of ARC Callers Association 
RECORD REVIEWS, Continued 
WORKSHOP SERIES 
UP JUMPED THE DEVIL— Red Boot 
5002; Caller Lee Kopman 
A good version of "Up Jumped The 
Devil" done in the style of Sunny Hills 
and Jack Barbour. The balance on the 
vocal side is good and basement groups 
will enjoy dancing explode the wave and 
extend the tag, both of which are 
defined on the jacket. 
DAVID— Square Tunes 167 
Caller: Jack Lasry 
We found the instrumental side of this 
record to be a very good usable patter 
that callers will enjoy using. We found 
as dancers, however, that the vocal side 
which features Ferris wheel was a little 
"over-ferrised" and the timing left 
something to be desired. 
PATTER RECORDS 
ACTION AND REACTION— Dance 
Ranch 631 
This is the first patter release on this  
label. It has a distinct style and beat. 
Those who have danced to Frank Lane 
would know by the rhythm that this 
record was made under his guidance as 
it has a definite Lane flavor, particularly 
on the "Reaction" side. 
KEEP MOVING/STEP ON IT— HI-Hal 
629 
Both sides of this record have an 
easy-to-work-with shuffling type beat 
with just enough melody to keep them 
from getting monotonous. 
ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAL/POS-
SUM SOP — Top 25320 
These are two re-releases of old Grenns 
that have always been favorites of many 
callers. 
CHINA BOY/SHADY HILL— Hi-Hat 
630 
These strongly traditional hoedowns 
have a high-pitched fiddle leaad, which 
some will find very interesting, while 
many others will find them hard to work 
with. 
„ p 





JASON & MYRNA 
SNOW 
36 W. WILLIAMS 5T. 
BANNING, CA. 92220 
1714) 840-4044 
MCGOWAN PENNANT CO. 
P.O. BOX 1967 DEPT. AM75 
MANKATO, MN 56001 
National Leader in 
Square Dance 
Promotion 
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Allow Six to Eight Weeks for Delivery. 
When ordering: State size, and first and 
Please include $1.95 Shipping Charges. Arizonans add 5% tax. 
DART SPECIALTIES 6810 So. Central Phoenix, Arizona 85041 
second 
Interior: 
Colorful cloth lining 
Top Cover: 
See-thru, Snap-in lid 
Front pocket: 




one or more pairs of 
shoes and nylons. 
To insert petticoat: 
Reach through slot in 
bottom, grasp by waist-
band and pull into bag. 
Bottom closes with 
Clasp-fastener. 
choice of color. 
Sm   $25.95 
Cir. 48" Ht. 18" 
Med 	 $27.95 
Cir. 54" Ht. 20" 
Lg. 	 $29.95 
Cir. 60" Ht 	21" 
'Lt. & Dk. Green, Lt. & 
Dk. Blue, Lt. & Dk. 
Brown, Bone, Red, 
Maroon. 
To determine size: 
Collect bottom tier of 
crinoline SNUGLY with 
measuring tape. 
"Are you going to tell the truth about 
how much the "big shots" on the 
National Executive Committee make?" 
After a few such phone calls and letters, 
I got angry. I decided to call on someone 
with intelligence and a true working 
knowledge of the facts. I called on my 
friend and advisor, Norm Holloway, an 
Executive Committeeman. Many thanks 
to Norm and here's the story. 
Of the 24 conventions held in the past, 
18 chairmen are still active, 4 have 
resigned and 2 have passed away. 
The only way to get on the National 
Convention Executive Committee is to 
serve as a General Chairman of a 
National Convention. To be a General 
Chairman, you must be elected by a 
sponsoring organization. In California, 
it was the California Square Dance 
Council. You only become an official 
National Convention Executive Com-
mitteeman thirty days prior to your 
convention. Then, if you miss two 
consecutive conventions without good 
cause, you are automatically dropped. If 
any member is removed for just cause, 
or resigns, or dies, they are not 
replaced. 
Each National Convention Executive 
Committeeman has a geographical area 
in the United States. If any organization 
wishes to place a bid, it contacts the 
man who has the area and files a 
request, then sits back and waits. This 
really starts the action for the Executive 
Committee member. His first action is 
to send out the official forms, to be 
completed and returned. After a careful 
study of the forms, he then makes a trip 
to check the facilities as to housing, 
halls, city cooperation, etc. But, most 
Pat. No. 3,708,005 
SQUARE DANCERS' LUGGAGE 
Soft Durable Vinyl 	Uniquely designed for 











Frank & Piny I Lehnert 
Toledo, Ohio 
WRITE: Ken Springs, 2600 Starnes Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28214 
John Saunders 
A.tamonte Spgs., FL 
important, he checks the organization 
who wishes to sponsor the convention. 
This is the only time this organization 
pays, and it's only for expenses or travel 
money for the inspection trip. From this 
time on, this man becomes part of the 
new chairman's life by staying in 
constant contact. He helps and advises 
on the do's and don'ts of submitting a 
bid; how to form a committee, how 
many people are needed and what their 
jobs will be. He also advises on what 
action to take when problems arise. In 
fact, he counsels all the way through 
from beginning to end. 
Each National Convention Executive 
Committeeman has a different area of 
responsibility within the Committee. 
The Committee itself has a Table of 
Organization and a complete set of 
guide lines. These are furnished to each 
Convention Chairman. They are Gener-
al Chairman, Assistant Chairman, and 
Chairman of Business, Education, 
Programming, Services, Facilities, 
Housing and Registration and Publicity. 
As an example, the Executive Commit-
teeman who has Special events as his 
area of responsibility will spend a full  
four years, keeping everyone within the 
guide lines and on the time schedule 
and busy setting up Special Events, 
Fashion Shows, Youth Activities, Tours, 
etc. 
At any given time the National 
Convention Executive Committee is 
working on four Conventions. All 
coming Conventions have two Executive 
Committeemen as advisors. Thus, with 
four conventions in action, two men per 
convention, there are at all times eight 
men traveling, writing, phoning and 
counseling. Sounds relaxed and restful 
doesn't it? 
Anytime the National Convention 
Executive Committee visits a conven-
tion city prior to the convention itself, 
the National Executive Committee 
funds pay travel and hotel fees. But —
when these same people go to a 
convention in action, they pay their own 
way and even their own registration. 
This, even though they attend meetings 
all the time, at least thirty hours at each 
convention, and are available at any-
time to any dancer who comes up and 
asks questions. Not much time left for 
dancing and having fun is there? 
MARCH 19-20 1976 
M.C. Benton. Jr. 
Convention & Civic Center 
301 W. Fifth St. 
Winston-Salem. North Carolina 







Remember, all these Executive Com-
mittee members were square and/or 
round dancers to start with and they'd 
like to stay that way. 
The National Convention Executive 
Committee funds pay for stationery, 
postage for statistic reports, and 
promotional material put into various 
square and round dance magazines. It 
also pays expenses for the display of 
organizational material in the Showcase 
of Ideas and all awards and plaques 
given. This is very expensive, as the 
awards are of good quality and are 
given to encourage more organizations 
to participate, and thus must be worth 
the effort. With more and more 
participants each year, this is money 
well spent. 
The Callers Seminar is also paid for 
with their funds. The Teachers and/or 
Callers receive travel expenses only, 
and with three to five hundred callers 
attending each session it proves once 
again to be money well spent by the 
Committee. 
Where do these funds come from? The 
National Convention Executive Com-
mittee receives seventy-five cents per  
person registered. 
The National Square Dance Conven-
tion is a non-profit, tax-exempt corpora-
tion, Incorporated in the state of 
Missouri. Each National Convention 
Executive Committeeman is a Director 
of that Corporation. No money can be 
paid to any Director for services 
rendered, only reimbursement for ex-
penses incurred in promoting and 
directing the National Conventions. 
The entire National Convention Execu-
tive Committee spends at least five days 
in each convention city approximately 
fifteen months in advance of the 
convention, giving advice, guidance and 
reviewing progress to that point. 
All of the National Convention Execu-
tive Committee have to take time off 
from jobs or tie up their vacation time. 
This means loss of pay, lack of a 
"relaxed" vacation and much out-of-
pocket expense, not to mention invested 
time. 
A rule and positive must is that each 
convention give in advance, a detailed 
description of how they are going to 
handle surplus funds if any are 
RB189 SAY YOU LOVE ME AGAIN 
by Ralph Silvlus 
RB190 BANDY, THE RODEO CLOWN 
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr. 
R8193 PLEASE MR. PLEASE 
by Bob Vinyard 
R8194 WHAT TIME OF DAY 
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr. 
R8195 SAN ANTONIO STROLL 
by Bob Vinyard 
RB196 THIS IS MY YEAR FOR MEXICO 
by John Hendron 
RB197 GARDEN PARTY 
by Lee Kopman 
RB198 PICK ME UP ON YOUR WAY DOWN 
by Johnny Jones 
JK6013 RHINESTONE COWBOY 
by Red Bates 
R85002 UP JUMPED THE DEVIL 
by Lee Kopman 
[Advanced Patter Pulse Poll Series 
Explode the Wave. Extend the Tag] 
Rt. 8 







RH-203 LIVING WITH THE SHADES PULLED DOWN 
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan 
RH-204 SOMETIME GOODTIME SOMETIME BADTIME 
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan 
RH-301 LOVE PUT A SONG IN MY HEART 
Flip Singing Call by Bill Terrell 
RECENT RELEASES: 
RH-101 SAGEBRUSH/RANCH HOUSE RAMBLE 
RH-201 MOVIN' ON by Darryl McMillan 
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Darryl McMillan 
Produced by RANCH HOUSE RECORDS 
Darryl L. McMillan 
2439 E. 17th St. Panama City, FL 32401 
469 
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I , 
available. Another rule is that none of 
these hoped-for surplus funds can be 
donated to any organization for any 
reason. It must be used for the 
promotion and perpetuation of square 
dancing. A third rule is that each and 
every National Convention must be set 
up as an independent, non-profit, 
tax-exempt corporation. This is for the 
protection of all. 
The National Convention Executive 
Committee does not have the right to 
give out information on any surplus 
funds; it is up to each local Convention 
Committee to reveal as much or as little 
as it desires. 
You still think it's an easy job? You 
think they're making money at the 
dancers expense? Think again, friends 
— these are the facts. These facts were 
obtained from — Norm and Joan 
Holloway, National Convention Execu-
tive Committee member. 
Olive "Teach" Luce 
from the C.S.D. Blue Book 
ENCORE, Continued 
ladies who took up square dancing last 
fall and whose wardrobes are in the 
embryonic stages. Start with a good 
petticoat and matching pantalettes 
(probably white while you have only 
one), and a simple square dance skirt 
with which you can wear several 
blouses, some perhaps from your 
regular closet. As you begin to build 
your wardrobe, think of it as a long-term 
investment. Square dance clothes do 
not go out of style. Hemlines may go up 
or down — an easy adjustment — and 
different trimmings enjoy peaks of 
popularity, but a dress can always be 
updated by a clever change of trim-
mings. "Remember", Regina says, 
"anything which can help us dress more 
becomingly and tastefully will enhance 
the entire square dance picture." 
88 
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Nook 
PLAYFORD'S ENGLISH DANCING MASTER — 1651 
A Facsimile Reprint with Introduction, Bibliography and Notes 
by Margaret Dean-Smith F.S.A. 
This unusual book is definitely de-
signed to please one who is interested in 
the history and background of music 
and dance. 
The original edition of 1651 of the 
English Dancing Master is now repro-
duced in facsimile for the first time. It is 
the largest and most famous collection 
of popular melodies of the 16th & 17th 
centuries and the principal source used 
by William Chappell when in his 
"Popular Music of Olden Time", he 
sought to contradict the assertion that 
"England is a land without music". But 
copies are rare and although the work's 
importance has been well understood, a 
reprint has not until now been forth-
coming. As Miss Dean-Smith says in 
her introduction, "The purpose behind 
the present recension of Playford's 
English Dancing Master is not to pursue 
an argument whether the tunes and 
dance are "folk" or not, but to present 
for the first time a facsimile of the 
original, so that its musical typography 
can be seen: to put forward some  
suggestions concerning its place and 
that of its creator, John Playford the 
Elder, in the history of music printing 
and publishing and by the annotations 
to the tunes to show how long lasting 
are these English melodies and how 
wide and deep their roots." 
Margaret Dean-Smith, F.S.A., is well 
known as a bibliographer and an 
authority on folk songs and dances. She 
was for some years librarian of the 
English Folk Dance and Song Society 
and editor of its journal. She has written 
various articles on Playford alone and in 
collaboration with E. J. Nicol, is a 
contributor to "Die Musik in Geschichte 
and Gegenwart", and is author of "A 
Guide to English Folk Song Collections 
1822 - 1952 (1954)" and "an Index to 
the Journal of the Folk Song Societies 
(1951)". 
Publishers: Schott & Co. LTD. 
48 Gread Marlborough St. 
London, W.I. 1957 
YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
THE MAREX COMPANY 
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave. 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
.ESS THAN 100-25c EACH 
100 OR MORE 20c EACH 
"Send for free catalogue 
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S/D Cartoons 	 Mainstream Caller- 
14.00 	 lab Basics: $4.00 
ASK ABOUT QUANTITY PRICES 
ORDER ALL BOOKS FROM THIS MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870 [ppd.[ 
Adaptations for 
Easy O/N/S: 22.00 	by Wall Cole:S2.00 
First Steps To Contra 	 CLINIC: $5.00 
Wealth of Info for callers.. 
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Clogging: $4.00 
Runaway Beef Sailor 
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Christmas cards 
[Buy 'em earlyI 
22.00 pkg. of 12 
with envelopes 






SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
74-75 Edition Promotional folders: Best of Will Orli& Clip Art Book 
Advanced Club 100-24.,300-S10, 5-yr. Collection of Art to dress up your 
Basics: $4.00 500-516., etc. Choreo Info from flyers, ads, posters 
ASD: $5.00 $3.00 
90 
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
COME AND BROWSE .... 
16ECORDS 	 NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT 
JEWELRY ELECTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES 
CANDLES 	 SQUARE DANCE ACCESSORIES 
POTTERY USED SQUARE DANCE CLOTHING 
& SID RELATED ITEMS. 	(on consignment) 
Mail and phone orders handled promptly. Please include 
address, rip code and phone number when ordering — 
Judy O'Connor 
2920 Washburn Circle 
Minneapolis, MN 55423 
612-869-9501 
1976 SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS 
WITH CAL GOLDEN 
FEB.: 4-18 Hawaii • 20-22 French Lick, Indiana • 
27-29 French Lick, Indiana 
MAR.: 5-7 French Lick, Indiana • 12-14 Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
APR.: 24-25 Poplar Bluff, Missouri 
MAY: 28-30 Hardy, Arkansas 
JULY: 6-10 Jekyll Island, Georgia • 16-17 Pensacola, Florida 
AUG.: 6-7 Dogpatch, Arkansas 
OCT.: 22-23 Mt. Home, Arkansas • 29-30 Owatonna, Minnesota 
NOV.: 26-28 Columbus, Ohio 
CAL GOLDEN's 1976 CALLERS COLLEGES 
MARCH 21-26 New Callers, Waycross, Georgia 
JULY 25-30 	New Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
AUGUST 8-13 Experienced Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
AUGUST 22-27 Experienced Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
NOV. 14-19 	Specialized course, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
For Further Information on the Above, Write: SHARON GOLDEN, 






An optimist is a fellow who takes the cold water thrown on his idea, 
heats it with enthusiasm, makes steam and pushes ahead. 
An optimist sees the donut; the pessimist sees the hole. 
An optimist rejoices when he finds a stepping stone; 
the pessimist calls it a stumbling block. 
9. 1 
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"NOW LOOK WHAT WE DID BY DANCING ALL THAT HOT HASH '" 
scke'ceccff6s 
NEW RELEASE 
SCISSe WALK WITH ME 
Caller: Clyde Drivers 
Saugus, California 
SC320 WHERE YOU BEEN/OLD 
MAN MOUNTAIN— Hoedowns 
RECENT RELEASES 
SC595 Put On Your Old Gray Bonnet 
SC594 Caribbean 
SC593 Do Remember Me 
SC592 Little Brown Gal 
SC591 You Got To Be My Baby 
Catalog Available 
Box 1443 San Luis Obispo, CA 93404 




Square dancing started out as fun— 
Eight of us were dancing as one. 
We took lessons and lessons galore; 
To further our knowledge, we sought still more. 
After a while, my brilliancy showed — 
There was nothing that I didn't know. 
I began to notice the struggle and strain 
On the faces of friends, I forget their names. 
I knew my dancing was ever so fair 
So I danced around with my nose in the air. 
When I missed a call I gave not a care, 
I knew the caller; it was he who erred. 
Look at the new folks just waiting to begin 
Why should I help them — they just stand and grin. 
With my fancy clothes I'm bound to be 
The greatest of dancers — just watch and you'll see. 
We used to dance with Betty and Joe; 
Now I'm a star, they dance too slow. 
Our other friends were Mary and Ted; 
They used to dance fast, now they seem dead. 
Look at those couples out on the floor — 
Can't dance with them, they're such a bore. 
Why do they all shy away so far, 
Don't they know I'm a dancing star? 
When I first danced, folks were so nice, 
Now their friendship's turned to ice. 
Whenever the set would stumble and goof, 
It wasn't my fault, my conscience was proof. 
My dancing ability would never err or mar —
Remember that I'm a dancing star. 
Sometimes our set would miss a call, 
Standing still would make us sad, 
But being perfect and a star, 
I always said, "The acoustics're bad. 
I look for my friends and wonder where they are— 	 by John Earl Summers 
I look at myself, "Am I really such a star?" Parkersburg, West Virginia 
